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EDITORIAL
This is the third issue of a publication designed to provide a vehicle for the
dissemination of information about work in progress on astronomical catalogs.
In addition to progress reports on specific tasks, we are including in each
issue an updated status list for astronomical catalogs available at the Astro-
nomical Data Center (ADC) at NASA Goddard Space Flight Center. Contributed
papers from observatories and individuals involved with astronomical data are
welcome. We wish to encourage communications describing ongoing projects, new
catalogs completed or planned, and lists of errors determined for existing
catalogs. In this way, we hope to avoid redundant efforts and to increase the
efficiency with which astronomical data are being compiled and distributed.
In order to maintain a reasona.yly uniform format and decrease editing time, we
ask that authors submit camera-ready copy for articles to be published in this
bulletin. Papers should be single spaced and typed in an area approximately
6.5 inches (165 mm) horizontally by 8.375 inches (213 mm) vertically. The
margins should be 1.375 inches (35 mm) at the top, 1 inch (25 mm) at the left
and right sides and 1.25 inches (32 mm) on the bottom of each page. Standard
8.5- x 11-inch (216- x 280-mm) paper and a serif type style (Prestige Elite,
Courier, Adjutant, etc.) should be used if possible. Two copies of each
manuscript should be submitted to:
Dr. Wayne H. Warren Jr.
Astronomical Data Center
National Space Science Data Center
Code 601
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Meryland 20771
Issues of the Astronomical Data Center Bulletin will be published as
sufficient new material becomes available to comprise each issue. Each volume
will be continued until enough material has accumulated for library binding.
Comments, criticisms and suggestions from the astronomical community will be
enthusiastically welcomed.
The Editors
J. M. Mead
W. H. Warren Jr.
T. A. Nagy
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CATALOG OF GALACTIC O-TYPE STARS
Catharine D. Garmany
Joint Institute for Laboratory Astrophysics
University of Colorado
There are many current research problems which require an accurate
knowledge of the initial mass function for massive stars, and in a recent
paper ("The Initial Mass Function for Massive Stars," Garmany, Conti, and
Chiosi 1982) we have redetermined this function using a volume-limited sample
of stars. we have based this determination on a machine-readable catalog of
Galactic O-type stars containing 764 objects. Our catalog is probably
complete to a distance of about 2.5 kpc.
From the literature we have compiled a catalog of all 0-type stars for
which we have spectral types, luminosity classes, and UBV photometry. The
majority of the stars comes from either Cruz-Gonzalez et al. (1974) or
y	 Humphreys (1978). Additional stars have been added from Garrison and Kormendy
(1976), Garrison, Hiltner and Schild (1977), Feinstein, Marraco and Forte
(1976), and Moffat, FitzGerald and Jackson (1979). Additional sources of
cluster membership include Conti and Alschuler (1971) and Moffat and Vogt
(1975). Improved spectral types have been taken from Garrison et al. (1977).
Sources for improved photometry include Feinstein et al. (1976), Guetter
(1974), and Klare and Neckel (1977). This catalog, which is coded in
machine-readable form, is available through the Astronomical Data Center at
Goddard Space Flight Center.
The observational data for each star in the catalog include: HD, BD or
other designation, cluster membership, V, (B-V), spectral type, 1, b. For
each star we have derived the distance, effective temperature and bolometric
magnitude. If the star is a cluster or association member, we have used the
distance g' aen in the primary reference source. If the primary reference
included the absolute magnitude also, we have that value. Stars that are
apparently not cluster members are referred to as field stars, and their
absolute magnitudes are taken from Conti's (1975) calibration of spectral type
and MV
. The distance is then computed from the star's distance modulus and
colors, with the interstellar extinction, A V, derived assuming A V - 3 x EB-V•
we have used Conti's temperature sca'.e (1975) and Morton's (1969) bolometric
corrections as a function of temperature.
There are 781 stars in our catalog= of these 50 do not have UBV colors
and 140 have only MK spectral types with no luminosity classes. Further
spectral classification of these 14C stars is under way, following the system
of Garrison et a1. (1977). Preliminary classification is complete for 25 of
them from spectra taken at KPNO at either 63 A mm- 1 or 79 A mm- 1 . These new
spectral types are indicated by an asterisk in the catalog.
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THE MACHINE-READABLE VERSION OF
THE BRIGHT STAR CATALOGUE, 4th REVISED EDITION
Dorrit Hoffleit
Yale University Observatory
and
Wayne H. Warren Jr.
National Space Science Data Center
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
The 4th edition of the Yale Bright Star Catalogue, prepared by D.
Hoffleit with collaboration by C. Jaschek, was published in June 1962. The
tapes originally prepared at Yale were written with the PDP-11 and DEC-20
computers, where the coding used was not always standard. These tapes were
turned over to the second author at the Astronomical Data Center (ADC) where
he has translated them into a more universally readable form.
The printed catalogue lists the BS - HR number, Bayer and Flamsteed
designations, DM and HD numbers, double- and variable-star designations, and a
column headed "I" indicating that the star is an infrared source. Positions
for 1900 and 2000 are given to 081 in RA and 1" in Dec. These coordinates
were computed from the SAO positions for 1950 by applying both precession and
proper motion. Galactic coordinates are given to 0°01 in both coordinates.
The right hand cages give V, B-V, U-B, and R-I data when available. Magni-
tudes not on the UBV system are identified by the suffix H (Harvard Revised
Photometry, Harvard Annals 50, 1908) or R (Harvard magnitudes reduced to the
UBV system by Rybka 1977). A few magnitudes given to only one decimal are
less precise values for either variable or double stars. The spectral classes
are on the MK system for 93% of the stars; for the others only HD types and/or
Mount Wilson luminosity classes (g or d) were available. The proper motions,
with a few exceptions, are from the SAO catalogue. Trigonometric parallaxes,
provided by W. van Alteua, are still provisional, awaiting the completion of
his revision of the General Catalogue of Trigonometric Stellar Parallaxes.
A prefix D in the printed version indicates an available dynamical parallax
for stars lacking a trigonometric value. In the tape version the D follows
the parallax value. Radial velocities, given to the nearest km s- 1 , come from
many sources. Preference was given to the reduced mean values determined by
Evans (1967); other values come from Wilson (1953), Abt and Biggs (1972),
Barbier and Petit (values available up to 1975), and more recent values
supplied by various observers. The RV column adds V for variable, V? for
suspected variable radial velocities, SB for spectroscopic binaries, SB1 and
SB2 for single or double lined spectra, and SBO, SB10 or SB20 for the
spectroscopic binaries with determined orbits. Rotational velocities, v sin
1, to the nearest km s-1 , come mainly from Uesugi (1976) with numerous values
from recent sources. The next four columns, Am, SEP, COMP and N refer to
visual binaries or multiple stars; Am and SEP give the magnitude difference
and separation of the two brightest components of a system, while COMP
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identifies which two components are presented (not necessarily A and B). An 0
indicates that the secondary was discovered by occultation techniques. Under
the heading N is given the number of recognized components of a multiple
system. The final column contains an asterisk for each star for which a
REMARK is given.
The tape version of the Catalogue basically follows the printed version
except for the necessity of special alignment of characters to avoid having
numerical, lower case and upper case letters in certain data fields
simultaneously. Whereas Yale had provided the catalogue on 18 separate tape
files, including files for the left and right pages in blocks of a thousand
stars, the ADC version combines these to a single data file while reformatting
to remove redundant HR numbers.
The tape version also includes a file for all of the Remarks that follow
the catalogue proper. Here the coding used on the DEC-20 for super- or
sub-scripts and for Greek letters has been adopted, for example:
VO - V@-0
sin3i - sin@+(3]i
a - alpha - !Greek (a)
The final page of the printed catalogue, "Supplementary Remarks and
Corrections" contains infovmation received too late to have been incorporated
into the catalogue proper and errors discovered too late to be rectified. On
the tape version all of the additions and corrections have been incorporated
in their proper sequence in the Catalogue or Remarks.
The following additional errors have been found in the printed version
only:
HR
561	 Under D the number 5953 should be under VAR
5527	 HD: for 13070 read 130701
7442	 Sp: for s read S
7469	 Under D, for ADS 2695 read 12695
8463	 Under D, for ADS 5708 read 15708
All of these stem from alignment mishaps incurred in the process of conversion
from PDP output (where they were correct) to the DEC-20 version required for
the final printout. All of these are correct in the ADC tape version.
The printed catalogue has three appendices not reproduced on the tape
version. Appendix I identifies Bayer and Plameteed stars, while Appendix II
is an extensive list of star names culled mainly from old literature.
Appendix III is a list of some 200 stars brighter than 6.50V by modern UBV
standards, that are not included in the Catalogue as such because they have no
HR numbers. With but three exceptions (HD 93738, 6.4vy 96088, 6.2v, and
100826, 6.2v) they were all recorded fainter than 6.50 on the Harvard visual
system, as given in the Henry Draper Catalogue (1918-1924). None occurred in
the earlier Harvard photometric catalogues. These stars and others brighter
than 7.10V by modern determinations are the basis for a Supplement to The
Bright Star Catalogue now in preparation.
The following pages contain sample listings of data records as they are
recorded on the magnetic tape version. Groups of records from the beginning
and end of each file are shown. The beginning of each record and bytes within
the record are indicated by the column heading index across the top of each
page (digits read vertically). Since files 1 and 3 contain more than 115
bytes per record, the remaining bytes (116-212 in file 1, 116-132 in file 3)
are printed in a second row.
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THE TWO-MICRON SKY SURVEY: NEAREST SAO STAR AND
LOCATIONS ON PALOMAR SKY SURVEY PRINTS
T.A. Nagy* , R.S. Hill * and J.M. Mead+
In order to plan a program for obtaining more precise positions of
objects in the Two Micron Sky Survey (IRC) of Neugebauer and Leighton
(1969), we have prepared a list of potential guide stars by identifying
the star in the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory Star Catalog
(SAO, Haramundanis 1966) which is nearest to each IRC Source. In
addition, we have listed each of the plate/print number(s) of the
National Geographic Palomar Observatory Sky Survey (POSS) on which the
IRC source appears, the great circle arc distance between the SAO star
and the IRC source, the position angle of the IRC source relative to
the SAO star, and the approximate rectangular coordinates of the IRC
source on the POSS print area.
The POSS consists of 935 fields on 937 (blue-0 and red-E) plates; there
are two polar and two nearly identical fields, POSS # E895 and 1619 where
the former area is rarely used (King and Setteducati 1967) . Of these
937 plate areas, there are 56 fields (central declination approximately
-30 degrees) known as the Palomar southern extension (designated by an
Arabic numeral preceded by the letter "S"). In addition, the Whiteoak
southern extension consists of 100 plate areas (only red) with
identifiers in the range 7000-9999.
Information in this two-micron data set was computed and collected from
two data sources: (1) The MATCH (Hill and Nag 1981) output of the
Two-Micron Sky Survey and SAO catalogues and (2) The Palomar pate
sorted (Nagy and Schmitz 1978) version of the IRC. These data are
prepared in a format useful to an observer interested in the objects
contained in the IRC. If an object
area, a multiple listing is given
given object appears. The columnar
described below.
Column	 Description
IRC #
	
The identification number from the Two-Micron Sky
Survey catalogue.	 The order in this table
matches the published catalogue.
SAO # The identification of the closest (great circle
arc distance) SAO star to the IRC source. This
datum is from the MATCH output data file.
appears on more than one POSS print
for each print area on which the
information for each IRC object is
D	 Great circle arc distance between the SAO and IRC
positions given in arc seconds. The published
positions from the individual source catalogues
are the data inputs to the MATCH program. Proper
motion effects are not incorporated into the
MATCH program.
PA	 Position angle of the IRC source relative to the
SAO source in degrees. The angle is measured
from north through east according to the standard
convention. This quantity was computed from the
published (epoch 1950.0) source positions.
POSS	 The POSS plate identification for the plate area
on which the IRC object appears. The plate
identifications include the Palomar and Whiteoak
southern extensions as described above.
X, Y The approximate rectangular coordinates of the
IRC object on the POSS print area. The values
are given in millimeters and are measured with
respect to the southwest corner of the print
area. The center of the print area is X = 172.5
mm and Y = 173.5 mm.
MLP #
	
	
The modified Luyten Palomar numbei . Th i s number
represents a sequential numbering of the POSS
plus Whiteoak plate areas (range 1-1037). The
overall sequence is from north to south; within
each declination band it is by increasing right
ascension.	 Therefore, plate 1 is at the north
pole and plate 1037 is at the southern limit of
the Whiteoak extension. This numbering scheme
also takes into account the nearly duplicate POSS
plate areas (895 and 1619) which correspond to
MLP numbers 723 and 724 respectively. Since the
two plate centers are almost identical, when a
source is assigned to one of the plates,
typically it is assigned to both.
The POSS designations in this table are for the red plates. There are
four different blue and red numbers as given below.
POSS-E POSS-0 MLP
9 10 465
14 15 469
15 16 472
11 12 473
184
Two sample pages of the full data set are given here. The full data
set will be available both in machine-readable form and as a NASA/GSFC
Techi..cal Memorandum (Nagy et al. 1983). If you would like to be
placed onto a mailing list to obtain a copy please respond t) T.A. Nagy
(NASA/GSFC Code 681, Greenbelt, MD 20771).
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Seventeen Two-Micron Sky Survey Sources with
Problematical Durchmusterung Identifications
R. S. Hill* and T. A. Nagy*
A correlation by celestial coordinates between the Two-Micron Sky Survey (Neugebauer
-nd Leighton 1969) (TMSS) and the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory Star Catalog
(Haramundanis et al. 1966) (SAO) was done by computer at NASA/Goddard Space Flight
Center using program MATCH (Nagy and Hill 1981). The purpose of this effort was to
produce a list giving the nearest SAO star on the celestial sphere on each TMSS source,
with no attempt to identify the SAO star positively to be the TMSS source.
The TMSS and SAO catalogues both supply Durchmusterung (DM) numbers for all possible
entries. Therefore, it was possible to compare the MATCH list of SAO candidates for
TMSS sources with DM identifications given in the TMSS catalogue. A computer program
was run to do this, and it found 17 cases where the TMSS identifies the source with some
DM/SAO star that is not the closest one in angular distance. This result is not
unexpected, since the authors of the TMSS take into account criteria besides angular
distance. Tile TMSS criteria are as follows:
C% candiate -'source) < 12 s = 180" (18s = 270" for variable stars)
^ candidate - S source I < 3 1 = 180"
Where more than one candidate passes this test, the one with the highest predicted flux
at 2.2 microns is adopted. (In the case of TMSS -10442, the given distance criterion
appears to have been waived. See Table 1.)
*Systems and Applied Sciences Corporation
6811 Kenilworth Avenue, Suite 210
Riverdale, Maryland 20737
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Bidelman (1980) gives identifications of TMSS sources. The 17 sources in this study were
compared manually with Bidelman's aata. In general, Bidelman agrees with the
identifications in the TMSS. Where Bidelman gives only Henry Draper Catalogue (HD)
numbers, DM numbers were obtained from Nagy and Mead (1978). This applies to TMSS
00074, 20525 and 60267.
Table 1 gives the results of this study. It is not suggested that the closest SAO star to
each TMSS source is necessarily the correct identification. Nevertheless, such stars may
be componentF of sources described in the TMSS as unresolved. Perhaps in some cases
they would be useful as observational guide stars. The following remarks should clarify
data in Table 1 whose meaning is not self-evident:
ell TMSS - the distance in arc seconds between each source and the SAO
coordinates of the DM star identified with it in the TMSS
catalogue
ft? MATCH- the distance in arc seconds between each TMSS source and
the SAO star nearest to it in angular distance
Bid.	 - -T if Bidelman (1980) agrees with the TMSS identification of
the source
=M if Bidelman identifies the source with the MATCH
candidate
= none if Bidelman provides no identification for the source
YBS - information taken directly from the Yale Bright Star
Catalogue (Hoffleit 1964) (YBS) for sources which Bidelman
identifies with YBS stars
unresolved? - = YES if the TMSS gives the following remark on the source:
11 2 unresolved stars probably contribute to K and I magnitudes
(SAO search)"
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The scope of this study is restricted by the fact that 2209/5612 (39%) of TMSS sources
have no DM identification in the TMSS cataloguE. 1362/258997 SAO stars (0.5%) have no
DM identification in the SAO catalogue.
ReferenceE
Bidelman, W. P. 1980, Spectral Classifications for Stars of the Caltech Two-Micron
Survey, Publications of the Warner and Swasey Observatory, 2 no. 6.
Haramundanis, K. et al. 1966, Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory Star Catalog,
k	 Smithsonian Publication 4652.
Hoffleit, D. 1964, Catalogue of Bright Stars, Third Revised Edition, Yale University
Observatory, New Haven, Connecticut.
Nagy, T. A. and Hill, R. S. 1981, Astron. Data Center Bull. 1, 113.
Nagy, T. A. and Mead, J. M. 1978, HD-SAO-DM Cross Index, NASA TM 79564.
Neugebauer, G. and Leighton, R. B. 1969, Two-Micron Sky Survey, NASA SP-3047.
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COMPUTERIZED RETRIEVAL OF DATA FOR VISUhL BINARY STARS
Wayne H. Warren Jr.
National Space Science Data Center
ABSTRACT
Software for the retrieval of all observations of a visual binary system
from the Observational Catalogue of Visual Double Stars is described. It is
planned to eventually store the data on-line, so that an automated dial-up
retrieval system can be developed.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is frequently desired to examina all observations of a multiple-star
system in order to evaluate the system's nwt±on or the consistency of the
observations. The Index Catalogue of Visual Dcwble Stars (IDS) (Jeffers, van
den Boo and Greeby 1963) and its updated version on magnetic tape (Worley
1977) give first and last observations of a system only. The Observational
Catalogue of Visual Double Stars is maintained at the U.S. Naval Observatory
for purposes of archiving all double-star observations (Worley 1980). The
current data retrieval program uses the data stored on magnetic tape, but it
is planned to transfer them to disk in compressed format and to develop an
interactive retrieval program. The development will not occur until an
updated version of the catalogue, currently being prepared by C. E. Worley, is
available.
II. DATA INPUT AND SAMPLE OUTPUT
Data input consists merely of the IDS position code (see sample run) for
each system. The codes should always be checked by locating the system in the
IDS first. Sample output is shown on the following page.
REFERENCES
Jeffers, H. M., van den Boo, W. H. and Greeby, F. M. 1963, Pub. Lick Obs., 21.
Worley, C. E. 1977, in IAU Colloquium No. 35, Compilation, Critical Evaluation
and Distribution of Stellar Data, ed. C. Jaschek and G. A. Wilkins
(Dordrecht: D. Reidel Publishing Co.) p. 179.
Worley, C. E. 1980, Inform. Bull. CDS, No. 18, p. 20.
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Faint Blue Objects at High Galactic Latitude: A Machine-Readable Version
A. Warnock III* and P. D. Usher*
ABSTRACT
Objects have been selected for relative ultraviolet excess from Palomar
Schmidt fields centered on Kapteyn Selected Areas 57, 29 and 28. Object
selection to B % 20 has been made by a novel semiquantitative technique,
permitting a two parameter color classification. The population of objects
belonging to color classes 1A, 1 and 1B should be comprised primarily of
quasars and white dwarfs and should be virtually complete to B = 18.5 mag.
Positions have been determined by reseau astrometry and should have
standard deviations of	 3"-5" or better.
Subsequent fields will be added if and when they become available.
* Department of Astronomy
Pennsylvania State University
525 Davey Lab.
University Park, PA 16802
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This catalog is a machine-readable compilation of all sources selected
for relative ultraviolet excess from three color (u,b,v) plates taken with
the 48 inch Palomar Schmidt Telescope. Three fields have been surveyed so
far, centered on Kapteyn Selected Areas 57(Usher 1981 = Paper I), 29(Usher,
Mattson and Warnock 1982 = Paper II) and 28(Usher and Mitchell 1982 = Paper III),
yielding color classifications, B magnitudes and positions for 2363 objects.
The methodology employed in selecting these objects is described in detail
in Paper I. Briefly, the three color images are scanned three times by eye
to select the bluest objects in each of the 7 x 7 = 49 zones which cover the
plate. The three images for each object are then measured with a Cuffey
variable iris astrophotometer to yield iris "magnitudes" u i , b i , and v i and iris
"colors" u.-b, and b.-v.. Iris color-color diagrams for discrete bins of b.
ate constructed (see Fig. 1). Experience shows that oversampling allows for
fairly accurate determination of the subdwarf region. With the subdwarfs so
defined, the locations of the other populations can be inferred with a
i	
reasonable degree of certainty. The color classes depicted in Fig. 1 are
then assigned based on the following criteria:
For U-V<0:
IA: Above the blackbody line oy A(U-B) = 0.15 mag or more. This region is
populated primarily by quasars
1: Within about A(U-B) = + 0.15 mag of the blackbody line
1B: Below the blackbody line by about A(U-B) = 0.15 mag, in the general vicinity
of the white dwarf cooling curve	 I
IBS: Close to the luminosity class III-V line for blue halo stars 	 I
196
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I
For U-V>0:
1C: Above the blackbody line in the region where N and lineless spectrum
galaxies are often located
2: Below the blackbody line but not within the color class 3 region
3: Within the region of the subdwarfs and halo horizontal-branch stars.
Approximate photographic B magnitudes have been derived by iris photometry
from ph,	 lectric standarul B magnitudes which were generousl y made available by
A. Sandage. Positions have been derived for epoch 1950 using a revival of
j	 classical r6.seau techniques (Warnock and Usher 1981; Warnock, Mattson and Usher
1982). The method gives reliable positions to 3-5 areseconds for the SA57
field and to about 1 aresecond for the SA29 and SA23 fields.
#704
The Catalo
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i
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The selected s„urces are listed in the catalog in order of increasing right
ascension within each field. The fields and associated running numbers and sky
coverage are given in Table I. Subsequent fields will be added if and when they
become available. Table II gives a description of the columns of the catalog
and the FORTRAN format used to write them. Table III shows some sample records
from the catalog. The notes in bytes 38 to 52 are abbreviations of the following:
E: Edge zone; object is within til o of the plate edge
G: galaxy as determined from morphology plate
CG: compact galaxy
C: confused source
Q: known quasar (from Veron and Veron 1974 and subsequent updates)
?: uncertainty
R: remark (given in bytes 59 to 118)
^I
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Table I
Regions of right ascension x(1950) and declination 6(1950)
covered by &e catalog entries for each field
US #
x(1950) 6(1950)
Field Centerfrom to from to
1.	 to	 634 12h52m15s9 13
h
 20m46'7 +26 0 30'39" +320 39'30" SA57
635 to 1184 09 h 25 m03s1 10 00m15.1 +41°26'52" +47°39'27" SA29
1185 to 2363 08h 28m10s8 09 h04m49s6 +41 035'27" +470 58'53" SA28
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1-634 are from SA57
635-1184 are from SA29
1185-2363 are from SA28
blank
Color Class (see text)
blank
B magnitude
det°rmined by iris photometry
magnitude uncertainty (:)
blank
Hours of right ascension
blank
Minutes of right ascension
blank
Seconds of right ascension
blank
Declination sign (+) or (-)
Degrees of declination
blank
Arc-minutes of declinarion
blank
Arc-seconds of declination
5 1X
4 Al
1X
F4.1
6-9
10
1
11-14
15
16
17-18
19
20-21
22
23-26
27
28
29-30
31
32-33
34
35-36
1
Al
1X
12
1X
12
1X
F4.1
1X
Al
12
1X
I2
1X
12
37	 blank	 1X
38-52	 Notes from original catalog	 15A1
(see text for abbreviations
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Table II
Tape Contents: Catalog of Faint Blue Objects at High Galactic Latitude
SJGGESTED
BYTES	 DESCRIPTION	 FORMAT
1-4	 US (running) NUMBER 	 14
53	 blank	 1X
	
54-57	 Field Identification (e.g. SA57) 	 4A1
58	 blank	 1X
	
59-118	 Additional remarks	 60Al
ti
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Axes are in arbitrary units. Diamonds connote
cataloged objects; dots are uncataloged
in the photometry are shown in the top right
1981)
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Figure Caption
Figure 1.--Iris color-color diagram for objects selected in the field centered
on SA57, falling in a bin size b  corresponding to B = 16.5 - 17.6. Lines show
the inferred location of the blackbody curve, the U - V = 0 criterion, main
sequence and F and G subdwarf population. Regions occupied by color classes
---j
MGM ^UALC`^I'OF POOR Q
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AVAILABILITY OF THE MACHINE-READABLE VERSION OF THE
SIXTH CATALOGUE OF GALACTIC WOLF-RAYET STARS
R. S. Bill* and T. A. Nagy*
The Sixth Catalogue of Ga l actic Wolf-Rayet Stars (van der Hucht et al. 1981) is a survey
of current knowledge of Wolf-Rayet stars and related objects. From the tabuler data and
bibliographical information in this publication, two selected tables have been made
machine readable ht the ADC: Table VIII, Galactic Wolf-Rayet Stars (Population I) P.nd
Table IX, Central Stars of Planetary Nebulre of Type CWR) , CWR-Of 1, COVI], CWC1G3
and CWC111. These tables were keypunches! at NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center from
an early preprint, then were modified in accordance with revised preprints acquired from
time to time the eafter. When the catalogue appeared in print, these datasets were
modified to agree with the published version.
The machine-readable version handles notes and references somewhat Jifferently from
the published version. In the published version, notes and references are pointed to
sometimes with letters, sometimes with Arabic numerals, sometimes with Roman
numerals. For the machine-readable version, a unified file of notes and references
identified by Arabic numerals has been generated. The full bibliographic form of each
reference is given. (Only those references pointed to by Tables VIII and IX are included;
those used only in the text and other tables of the catalogue have been omitted.)
• Systems and Applied Sciences Corporation
6811 Kenilworth Avenue, Suite 210
Riverdale, Maryland 20737
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Some information from the published version of the catalogue is reproduced in the
documentation of the machine-readable version (Hill and Nagy 1982) for the convenience
of the user. In particular, notes on the individual stars, references, catalogue
classification of WR spectra based on the Smith (1968) system and distribution of Wolf-
Rayet subclasses are given.
R afawsnnnc
Hill, R. S. and Nagy, T. A. 1982, SASC Document SSD-T-1-5069-0159-82.
Smith, L. F. 1968. Monthly Notices Roy. Astron. Soc., 138, 109.
van der Hucht, K. A., Conti, P. S., Lundstrom, I. and Stenholm, B.: 1981, The Sixth
Catalogue of Galactic Wolf-Rayet Stars, Their Past and Present, Space Science
Reviews, 28, no. 3, p. 227.
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DECLINATION VERSUS MAGNITUDE DISTRIBUTION
OF TWO ASTRONOMICAL CATALOGUES
T. A. Nagy* and R. S. Hill*
1 The distribution of catalogue sources as a function of two of the basic astrophysical
parameters in the catalogue is of interest to both observers and theoreticians. The
Astronomical Data Center, in working with astronomers, prepares requested statistics on
certain catalogues. Since these data are of general interest, they are given here in
tabular form.
The magnitude distribution (one magnitude bins) of sources from the Two -Micron Sky
^. Survey (Neugebauer and Leighton 1969) as a function of declination (five degree bins) is
given for both the I and K magnitudes in Tables 1 and 2 respectively. Only magnitudes
that were on scale are included in these distributions. The questionable I magnitudes are
also included, since a value is given for this datum.
Table 3 lists a similar distribution of Equatorial Infrared Catalogue (No. 1) (Sweeney et
al. 1978) sources. The magnitude bins for this table are given in half magnitudes. In all
three tables, the lower limit of the declination range is inclusive.
References
Neugeoauer, G. and Leighton, R. B. 1669, Two-Micron Sky Survey, NASA SP-3047.
Sweeney, L. H., Heinsheimer, T. F., Yates, F. F., Maran, S. P., Lesh, J. R. and Nagy, T.
A. 1978, "Interim Equatorial Infrared Catalogue, Number 1 11 , TR-0078 (3409-20)-1, The
Aerospace Corp.
" Systems and Applied Sciences Corporation
6811 Kenilworth Avenue, Suite 210
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Table 3. Declination Versus 2.7 u m Magnitude Range of the Sources
in the Equatorial Infrared Catalog':2 No. 1.
Declination Limits (deg.,ees)
B lower s upper	 B lower	 s upper s l,)wer	 s upper s lower	 upper Totals
Magnitude Range -10 -5	 -5	 0 C	 +5 +5	 +10
-5.0 < m< -4.5 0 0 0 1 1
-4.5 < m<-4.0 0 0 0 0 0
-4.0 < m<-3.5 0 0 0 0 0
-3.5 < m<-3.0 0 1 C 0 1
-3.0 < m<-2.5 0 C 0 0 0
-2.5 < m<-2.0 0 0 1 0 1
'.	 -2.0 < m<-1.5 0 3 1 0 4
-1.5 < m <-1.0 0 0 1 3 4
-1.0 < m<-0.5 5 0 2 3 10
-0.5 < m< 0.0 8 5 4 5 22
0 .0 <m <+0.5 14 12 8 10 44
+0.5 < m <+1.0 15 25 11 16 67
+:.0 < m <+1.5 6 6 23 23 58
+1.5 < m <+2.0 13 20 32 49 114
+2.0 < m <+2.5 19 15 34 65 133
+2.5 < m <+3.0 26 14 42 81 163
+3.0 <m <+3.5 20 5 35 100 160
+3.5 <m <+4.0 2 0 7 66 75
+4.0 < m <+4.5 0 0 1 38 39
Totals 128 106 202 460 896
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THE NEW MACHINE-READABLE VERSION OF THE SAO-HD-GC-DM
CROSS INDEX CATALOG
Nancy G. Roman and Wayne H. Warren Jr.
National Space Science Data Center
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
I. INTRODUCTION
A useful catalog of cross references among star designations in the SAO, HD,
GC and DM catalogs was prepared by Morin (1973, Obs. de Meudon, unpublished)
by cross referencing via DM numbers to add HD identifiers and via HD to add GC
identifiers. The machine-readable SAO catalog contains cross references to
HD; therefore, as a prelude to correcting the SAO, the cross index catalog has
been analyzed and corrected. The cross identifiers, which account for most of
the errors in the SAO, can now be inserted into the new SAO automatically.
%I
II. PRIMARY PROBLEMS
1. Several problems resulted from automatic cross referencing from SAO to HD
via DM numbers and thence via HD to GC.
(a) The SAO does not distinguish DM numbers of components of double and
multiple systems.
(b) The SAO contains no provision for identifying BD supplemental stars
(added as footnotes to the BD and assigned lower case letter
designations).
(c) The SAO omitted DM numbers for many stars which have them, primarily,
but not exclusively, FK3 stars omitted from FK4 (multiple systems
which complicate DM identifications anyway).
(d) As usual, there is confusion between the Cordoba and Cape Photographic
Durchmusterungen for stars in the southern hemisphere.
III. PROCEDURE
In order to construct unique DM numbers for each SAO star, the catalog was
sorted by DM number and all stars having identical DM numbers were isolated.
A special catalogue of BD supplemental stars was prepared (Warren and Kress
1980) and all supplemental stars identified and appended with their letter
designations. Using the SAO positions, separations and position angles were
computed for the remaining stars and compared against the measures reported in
the Index Catalogue of visual Double Stars (IDS). Component designations were
thus identified for nearly a thousand multiple systems; for stars not included
in the IDS, designations were assigned according to magnitude.
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Correction lists published by Bischoff (1978) and by Hoffleit (1980) and
supplied by W. L. Stein (1980, private communication) were added to the
correction data set.
In order to complete the HD cross references, we wished to add numbers from
the Henry Draper Extension (HDE) to the SAO cross index records. A separate
catalogue of SAO stars having no HD designations was therefore prepared. A
catalogue of HDE-DM cross references by Bonnet (1978) supplied many HDE
numbers, while the HDE catalogue itself was used for regions not included in
Bonnet's file. For declination zones +50 0 to +60 0 , where the HDE lists only
Astronomische Geseltschaft (AG) numbers, BD designations were found by cross
referencing through the Yale Zone Catalogue for that band. HD and GC numbers
were determined manually for many components of double stars and GC numbers
found for S40 stars contained in the GC, but not the HD. (For non HD stars the
GC supplies a DM number in the HD field. For GC stars with neither DM nor HD
designation, positions were used to determine the GC numbers.)
The HD duplicity codes, presumably from the Strasbourg Catalogue of Stellar
Identifications (CSI, see Ochsenbein et al. 1981 and references therein) were
not assigned in a consistent manner, so the codes were examined and changed to
an internally consistent system based upon visual-magnitude difference. While
photographic magnitudes would have been more appropriate, they are often not
given in the SAO and appear less consistent when they are given. It must be
made clear that the HD codes represent the HD catalogue designations only with
respect to the SAO records, i.e., a catalogued SAO star represents one or more
HD numbers and the magnitude aifference determines whether or not a code is
assigned. The codes have the following meanings:
0 the SAO number represents a single HD star in that there is no
companion with Amv < 0.3 mag that does not have a separate HD number;
the SAO star represents the brighter component of an HD star having a
companion of Amv < 0.3 mag or, for companions of equal brightness,
the A component;
2	 the SAO star represents the fainter component of an HD star having a
companion of Amv < 0.3 mag or, for companions of equal brightness,
the B and/or C component;
9	 the SAO star represents two consecutive HD stars and the lower HD
number is always given; thus, 1799579 is HD179957/8.
In the southern hemisphere, pairs of SAO entries were listed for which
successive entries are within 2 arcmin and are given numbers from different
Durchmusterungen. These were treated in the same way as pairs with the same
DM number. They are separated by double-star component letters. Many of
these pairs are in the IDS.
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iSince for 10-degree d bands in the SAO, most HD and GC numbers should increase
monotonically, the cross index catalogue was sorted by 10-degree zones and
stars whose HD or GC numbers emerged out of order were investigated and
corrected where necessary. A listing of the entire cross index was then
scanned manually for obvious errors.
IV. RESULTS
A total of 11,115 cross index records was corrected or appended with component
and supplemental designations, but many entries contain multiple changes.
P.dditional files of the cross index will be created and ordered by HD, GC and
DM numbers, with records omitted if the key catalog does not contain a star=
the four cross reference files will then be available on magnetic tape and in
a microfiche edition.
A corrected version of the SAO catalog is now being prepared by substituting
cross-identification data currently on the SAO tape with the corrected and
appended data from the cross index. Corrections to other SAO data have been
inserted into the new SAO separately, while duplicate SAO entries referring to
the same star have been deleted from the catalog. (Records have noul- actually
been removed from the file, but have been flagged as duplicates and their data
f	 replaced with blank records except for SAO numbers. This -)rocedure was
adopted so that the number of records remains identical to that of the
published catalogue, and to assure users that the stars have been deleted and
not erroneously lost somewhere.)
i
Both the new cross index and SAO editions will be entensively documented,
i
	 after which they will be ready for distribution to the astronomical community.
We wish to express our appreciation to Dr. W. L. Stein, who detected and
supplied us with a large list of SAO and cross index discrepancies, and to N.
Schofield, who assisted with programming and multiple-star component
identifications during the early stages of this work.
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AVAILABILITY OF VARIABLE STAR CROSS-IDENTIFICATION TABLES
T. A. Nagy* and R. S. Hill*
The Second Edition of the General Catalogue of Variable Stars (GCVS) (Kukarkin et al.
1957) contains 21 cross-identification tables tha: connect the many types of names
historically given to variable stars with the modern standardized designations, especially
f
those used in the GCVS and the Catalogue of Suspected Variables (CSV).
f
Twenty of these tables are now available on magnetic tape from the Astronomical Data
Center. The remaining one, GCVS Table 3, is not a cross-identification table but a list of
Latin-letter variable star names that are not part of the Argelander system of
nomenclature; this table is reproduced as Table 1 below. The other GCVS Tables are
summarized in Table 2 below.
Table 1. Latin-letter Variable Star Names Not in
Argelander Ncmenclature (GCVS Table 3).
i	 Boo	 u	 Her
1	 Car	 b	 Per
B	 Cas	 L2	 Pup
P	 Cyg	 d	 Ser
Q	 Cyg	 N	 Vel
r	 g	 Her
E
4	
: n
*Systems and Applied Sciences Corporation
6811 Kenilworth Avenue, Suite 210
Riverdale, Maryland 20737
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Table 2. Summary of GCVS Cross-Identification Tables.
Table Number of
Number Records in File Description
1 13078 GCVS name to others
2 358 Bayer (Greek-letter) name to GCVS or CSV
3 — See text
4 505 Flamsteed number to GCVS or CSV
5 965 Harvard	 Revised	 Photometry	 (HR) =	 Yale
Bright Star (BS) number to GCSV or CSV
6 5180 Durchmusterung number to GCVS or CSV
7 3464 Henry Draper (HD) number to GCVS or CSV
8 9218 Astronomische Nachrichten (AN) number
	 to
GCVS or CSV
9 8625 Harvard (HV) number to GCVS or CSV
10 1954 Sonneberg (S) number to GCVS or CSV
11 1226 Soviet (SVS) (Russian
	
Cn3	 ) number to GCVS
or CSV
12 379 Ross number to GCVS or CSV
13 178 Innes number to CGVS or CSV
14 120 Bamberg (BV) number to GCVS or CSV
15 -18 75 Oklahoma (OV), Bologna (VB), Vaticaa (VV) and
Tokyo
	
(TV)	 numbers	 to	 GCVS	 or	 CSV
respectively
19 2191 Zinner (Z or Zi) number to GCVS or CSV
20 5829 Prager (P) number to GCVS or CSV
21 809 CSV to GCVS
Reference
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COMBINED LIST OF ASTRONOMICAL SOURCES (CLAS)
Jaylee M. Mead
Laboratory for Astronomy and Solar Physics
Goddard Space Flight Center
Robert S. Hill
Systems and Applied Sciences Corporation
Often, new astronomical surveys are undertaken in order to describe
the sky in some spectral region that hitherto has not been thoroughly ex-
plored. The sources discovered in such surveys must be identified, when-
ever possible, with sources previously catalogued. This paper describes a
tool, called the Combined List of Astronomical Sources (CLAS), to aid in
such efforts. The CLAS consists of a dataset and an interactive computer
program to access the dataset. Essential data from all the entries in
twenty-five astronomical catalogues have been incorporated into the CLAS
i dataset. The CLAS program allows the user to query the dataset according
to the values of these data. The creation of this tool was prompted by the
prospect of several infrared astronomical surveys from space in the next
few years.	 The CLAS is currently in operation at the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory as part of the Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS) project.
In order to prepare the data set, we have assembled current catalogues
of variable stars, nebulae, pulsars, globular clusters, supernova remnants,
quasars, X-ray sources, HII regions, and various types of galaxies.. The
twenty-five catalogues included in the current version of CLAS (version
2.1) are listed in Table I, along with the identifying numbers from the ADC
Status Report, given at the end of this bulletin.
The original catalogues have been reformatted for computing effi-
ciency. The CLAS format retains the object's position, magnitude or flux,
and flags to indicate known variables and extended sources. No attempt has
been made to cross-identify entries from different component catalogues;
therefore, a given object may be referred to by multiple CLAS records. All
records have been retained from each catalogue; the CLAS thus has as many
records as all the component catalogues combined (165,433 for version 2.1).
The CLAS retrieval program enables the user to extract from the CLAS a
set of records satisfying cr`.ceria specified interactively. The program
prompts the user to enter the information it needs. The user may specify
the set of records to be retrieved according to one or more of the follow-
ing attributes:
Original catalogue
Variability
Whether source is extended
Ecliptic coordinate limits
Equatorial coordinate limits
Galactic coordinate limits
Magnitude or flux type
Magnitude or flux limits
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The retrieval documentation (Hill, 1982) assumes a minimum of programming
skill on the part of the user.
It is expected that the CLAS will be used not only in the analysis of
IRAS data, but also in ide ,itifying discrete sources for the Cosmic Back-
ground Explorer (COBE) project, and in planning observing programs for
several facilities, including the C-141 Kuiper Airborne Infrared Observa-
tory, the Shuttle infrared Telescope Facility (SIRTF), and ground-based
long-wavelen gth telescopes.
REFERENCE:
Hill, Robert S., "User's Guide for CLAS Retrieval," SSD-T-1-5069-0016-83
(November 1982).
TABLE I - CATALOGUES INCLUDED IN THE COMBINED LIST OF ASTRONOMICAL SOURCES
(CLAS )
Two-Micron Sky Survey (Neugebauer and Leighton 1969) (5612 records) (#2802)
General Catalogue of Variable Stars, Partial 3rd Ed. (Kukarkin et al.)
(prepared by Guilbaut) (updates & revisions made at ADC) (22649 records)
(#2811)
Air Force Geophysics Laboratory 4-Color Infrared (Price and Walker 1976,
AFGL Report TR-76-0208) (2363 records) (#2054)
100-Micron Survey of the Galactic Plane (Hoffmann et al. 1971, .Ap. J. 170,
L89) (72 records) (#2056)
Dearborn Observatory Catalogue of Faint Red Stars (Lee et al. 1943, 1944,
1947) (Nagy 1979 SAS-C R-SAW-8/79-01) (44076 records) (#2068)
Interim Equatorial Infrared Catalogue (Sweeney et al. 1978, Aerospace
Report TR-0078(3409-20)-1) (896 records) (#2905)
Catalogue of Early-Type Stars Whose Spectra Have Shown Emission Lines
(Wackerling 1970, Mem. RAS 73, 153) (10652 records) (#3817)
Dark Nebulae (B.T. Lynds 1962 Ap. J. Suppl. 7, 1) (updated, 1791 records)
(#7007)
Pulsars (Seiradakis unpublished) (149 records) (#7008)
Bright Nebulae (B.T. Lynds 1965, Ap. J. Suppl. 12, 163) (1125 records)
(#7009)
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Globular-Cluster Catalog (Arp 165, Stars and Stellar Systems, vol. 5)
(selected data by G. Share/NRL: ID, RA, DEC, X-ray intensity, comments)
(119 records) (#7013`
Galactic Supern'va Remnants Catalogue (Clark and Caswell 1976, MNRAS 174,
267) (197 + 23 records) (#1014)
Galactic Supernova Remnants Catalogue (Ilovaisky and Lequeux 1972, A&A 18,
169) (116 records) (#7015)
Fourth UHURU X-Ray Catalogue (Forman et al. 1978, Ap. J. Suppl. 38, 357)
(selected data by G. Share/NRL: :D, RA, DEC, X-ray intensity, comments)
(339 records) 47018)
H II Regions (Sharpless 1959, Ap. J. Suppl. 4, 257) (313 records) (#7020)
Strasbourg Catalog of Galactic Planetary Nebulae (Acker et al. 1980, COS
Bull. 18, 84) (1446 objects) (#1724)
Morphological Catalog of Galaxies (Vorontsov-Velyaminov et al. 1962-68,
Sternberg Inst. Moscow, Vol. I-IV) (29003 records) (#7825)
Uppsala General Catalogue of Galaxies (Nilson 1973, Uppsala Ann. 6) (12940
records) (#7826)
An Optical Catalogue of Rad i o Galaxies (G. Burbidge and Crowne, 1978, Ap.
J. Suppl. 40, 583) (272 data, 130 + 130 ref. records) (#7033)
A Revisf
'
Optical Catalogue of Quasi -Stellar Objects (Hewitt and G.
Burbidge 1980, Ap. J.Suppl. 43, 57) (1549 data + 748 ref + 748 sorted ref
records) (#7037)
List of Globules Based on 7 Lists by Wesel i us (Compiled by Wessel i us 1979)
(821 records) (#7903)
Seyfert Galaxies (Weedman 1911, Annu. Rev. Astron.Astrophys. 15, 69; 1978,
WAS 184, llp) (121 data + 230 reference records) (#1904)
Second Reference	 Catalogue	 of Bright Galaxies We
	 Vaucouleurs, de
Vaucouleurs and Corwin 1976, U. Tex. Press, Austin) (4364 records) (#1905)
List of Positions of All X-Ray Sources with Positions Known More Accurately
than those Given in the 4U or 2A Catalogues (Dolan 1979, NASA/GSFC) (266
data + 396 notes records) (#7906)
Catalogue of Galaxies and of Clusters of Galaxies, I-VI (Zwicky et al.
1961, 1963, 1965, 1966, 1968, Cal. Inst. Tech., Pasadena, 6 vol.) (Partial
data for individual galaxies only) (29363 galaxy + 560 field header
records) (#1911)
i'
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UPDATES TO BIBLIOGRAPHICAL STAR INDEX SEARCH
R. S. Hill, J. M. Mead +, and T. A. Nagy*
An en-line interactive program for search;ng the Bibliographical Star Index (BSI) has been
available to outside users on a NASA/GSFC computer since 1980. This article updates
the general description of this facility given by Nagy et al. (1981).
The BSI Search now accepts numbers from the Bonner, the Cordoba and the Cape
Photographic Durchmusterungen, as well as from the Henry Draper Catalogue and the
Genes al Catalogue of Variable Stars. A utility has been added to enable the user to look
up the Henry Draper (HD) numbers of bright stars having Flamsteed numbers or Bayer
(Greek letter) designations.
Because the BM S/360-91 computer on which the BSI Search has resi6ed so far was taken
G,lt of service on September 13, 1982, the BSI Search has been installed on its
replacement, an IBM 3081 computer, under TSO on the OS/MVS operating system.
The current BSI Search version number is 3.1. The user's guide for this version consists
of the user's guide for Version 3.0 (Hill et al. 1982) plus a memorandum giving changes
for the new computer. Both the user's guide an ,; the memorandum are available from the
Astronomical Data Center, as described in the back of this publication.
* Systems and Applied Sciences Corporation
6811 Kenilworth Avenue, Suite 210
Riverdale, Maryland 20737
+ NASA/Go&,ard Space Flight Center
Code 680
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
s,	 Aft - -
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THE BSI FROM THE USER'S VIEWPOINT
Margaret F. Dominy
Department of Astronomy and
McDonald Observatory, University of Texas
INTRODUCTION
The explosion of astronomical publications has made a bibliographic data
base arranged by object essential. The interactive computer reference search of
the astronomical literature 1950-1976 (3.0) now available from NASA/GSFC (see
Nagy et al. 1981) is a significant advance toward a complete availability of the
astronomical literature. The ultimate goal is to have finger-tip access to the
locations of the total accumulated knowledge concerning any object. The need for
a data base is highlighted by the fact that Astronomy and Astrophysics Abstracts
no longer ind.:xes variable star name, as did its -;redecessor, Astronomisches
Jahresbericht. Also, the growth of new observatories (e.g.. Chile and Hawaii) has
meant that their libraries do not have access to the limited editions of the older,
but still valuable, observational literature. In these examples it is difficult for the
astronomer to "chain back" throug;. the papers referenced in the most recent
paper on the subject. Even at its best, this method often led to incomplete
knowledge while consuming the astronomer's time. Until that day arrives when the
observer can sit at his terminal and retrieve the results of years of research in
minutes, I present here some impressions of the current state of computerized
reference searching in astronomy. Two general areas of need are outlined. The
first involves improvements that can be made to the computer handling of the
data base. Secondly, Lnprovements to the contents of the data base itself are
suggested.
COMPUTER SEARCHING
The Bibliographic Star Index (BSI, Cayrel et al. 1974) is a data base in which
references concerning a particular star can be retrieved by searching on HD
number, variable star designations, and Durchmusterung number. The latest version
(3.0) covers the literature 1950-1976, with an update to be added soon. Tile
ability to retrieve references from the literature spanning 27 years of research on
the order of a few minutes is a tremendous tool for the student or researcher
stzrting a project as well as the expert in the field who is interested in
maini.aining a handle on the literature.
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I have used the BSI program several times on various printing terminals,
including the Diablo (TM) and TI Silent 7000 (TM). The documentation provided by
NASA/GSFC was easy to use and proved accurate. I found that when using the
Diablo (TM) an echoing of input keystrokes occurred, a situation that could not be
resolved by reference to the user's manual. A small amount of information on the
operating system of the host computer (the methods of character and line deletion
to erase typing errors and the system status query when output is delayed are
examples) would be helpful in solving such problems. All other terminals accepted
input/output without incident.
With the user's manual available, there was no instruction for reattaching
should the user become disconnected. It became necessary to re-dial and repeat
the entire search prior to being disconnected in order to complete the assignment.
When using commercial long-distance telephone lines, disruption frequently
occurred. I found that even though the program had the ability to receive
multiple entries of star designations, thus searching and listing many stars, that
by doing this invariably I was disconnected by line noise. It became more
economical to search for one star at a time and then to re-enter program BSI.
Some cross-indexing of star designations is done in the BSI; however, it is
usually indexed from Durchmusterung number to the HD number rather than vice
versa and is not always consistent. An example is HD 206821 = EK Cep = BD +69
1191. Searching on the HD number retrieved four references with only the BD
number listed as the other identification. Searching on the variable star
designation recovered 10 references with only one reference in common with the
HD-number search and no cross index to HD or BD number. Authors doing research
on variable stars tend to report their results using only the variable star name,
neglecting other catalog r,ames. As a consequence, the dual designations were not
always discovered by the BSI compilers. The BSI user should be aware of all 	 i
possible designations of his stars of inten•st. If the star has multiple designations
it would be advisable to search on each one if possible.
In this light, an adjunct program (or a re-write of program BSI itself) to
recover all catalog names of a star would have an appeal to researchers in
disparate fields of astronomy. The spectroscopist knows the object by its HD
number; the astrometrist would favor the BD or SAO number; the photometric
observer of variable stars, the GCVS entry. For example, the IUE Observatory
strongly recommends exclusive use of HD number in target list preparation.
Consequently, if computer reference searching is to be a complete service to the
entire astronomical community, it needs to cross-correlate catalog designations.
With the current interest in making cross indexes of catalog numbers (e.g. the
HD-SAO-DM Cross Index of Nagy and Mead 1978, the SAO-IRC cross index of
Snowden and Wells at Kitt Peak, etc.) the cross correlations of star designations
are available for iliel B ing with the BSI references. If, upon entering one
designation, aii other designations are recovered and printed, it would facilitate
basic research. For example, HD 222287 is HR 8966 (m = 6.74, so it is not
obvious that it would be in the Bright Star Catalogue). v With the wealth of
critically reviewed information about this star from the BSC, it would not always
be necessary to consult the original literature.
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As the program exists at present, the user can not specify a search
strategy whereby a range of publication dates or journal name is examined. The
printed listing contains all references available in the 1950-1976 range in all
journals scanned. In man y cases only a specific span of years (or the 'last few
years) is needed. Also, when the star designation is entered and the user responds
that his list is complete, he is committed to receiving all references. For bright
stars this can be undesirable. For example, I searched on HD 149757 and the
program retrieved 215 references. After the first line of output informing me of
the number of references I would have preferred to stop the output. 1% pause in
the program execution and a prompt asking if the reference list is desired would
be a helpful revision.
A more readable format for the reference list output is desirable. By
indenting the second line of the reference such that the author becomes
prominent in the listing will make the output easier to read. The string processing
necessary to prevent the breaking up of text words at the end of a print line
would improve readability. A line feed between references would ease scanning of
a long list of references.
IMPROVEMENTS TO THE BSI
Stars observed and identified in different wavelength regions pcse a
particular problem for the data base. The detection of sources at non-visual
wavelengths prior to their optical identification may have been missed by the BSI
compilers. As an example, cosmic X-rays were discovered during the early rocket
launches in the 1960's but their positions were so poorly determined that optical
identifications were irn, —Bible. The discovery of Cyg X-1 in 1964 and its optical
identification in 1971 provides an example. Searching on BD +34 0 3815 or HDE
226868 will not recover the X-ray discovery paper or the X-ray papers preceding
optical identification (although it was well observed in the optical regions with
six papers listed for the years prior to 1971).
In addition to the omissions generated by observations at new wavelengths,
a major desideratum is an extension of the BSI into the past. This inclusion of
pre-1950 literature may be equivalent to merging the BSI with the Bidelman
Bibliography (Parsons et al. 1980). This merger would represent a major
undertaking, since the two data bases differ substantially in format and
information content. The combination of the two, made accessible through an
interactive search code, would however result in a powerful research tool.
SUMMARY
'rhe BSI and the current GSFC service for computer reference searching is
a valuable tool for the astronomer. With the addition of star-designation
cross-indexing, improved output format, and a provision for search strategy
specifications, it could become a more useful instrument. In order to gain more
completeness, an update and expansion of the data base itself (most notably the
retrospective addition of pre-1950 and pre-optical identification papers) is needed.
224	 1-
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The DO-HD and HD-DO Cross Indices
Theresa A. Nagy+
The Dearborn Observatory (DO) Catalogue of Faint Red Stars (Lee et al. 1943, 1944 and
1947) i; the result of a survey of faint red stars conducted at that observatory from
about the mid-1930s to about the mid-1940s. The catalogue was published in three parts:
Part	 Declination Range (degrees)	 DO Number Range
1A	 -4.5to +13.5 	 1-8151
1B	 +13.5 to +40.5	 8141 -22680
1C	 +40.5 to +90	 22681 -44076
This catalogue has been made machine-readable (Nagy 1979; Nagy and Hill 1980) with the
following data:
1. Dearborn number (sequential 1-44076).
2. Right ascension (epoch 1900, hours, minutes and tenths of minutes).
3. Declination (epoch 1900, degrees and minutes of arc).
4. Magnitude - obtained through comparison on red-sensitive emulsion with the
International Polar sequence: "... should be Wily reliable to 0.2 magnitude".
If a star were known to be variable by the compilers of the catalogue, the
magnitude is given as "99.9" in the machine-readable version. (The quote is
from the preface to the published catalogue.)
5. Dearborn spectral type obtained from objective-prism plates with red-
sensitive emulsion.
6. Henry Draper (HD) spectral type, which is given for 5764 (13%) of the stars.
The introduction to the published version of the catalogue does not define the
criteria for correlation of Dearborn and Henry Draper entries.
The incorporation of the HD spectral type in the DO but not the HD numbers provided a
link between the two catalogues. This document describes how the link was established
to crest¢ the DO-HD and the HD-DO cross indices presented herein.
Correlation Process
Since both catalogues are in machine-readable form, a program was written to perform
two passes of the DO data with respect to the HD. Each pass was based on an acceptable
equatorial position range of values. The selection was based solely on the agreement in
equatorial coordinates between the DO and the HD source. The HD spectral type as
given in the DO and as given in the HD were compared after positional agreement. If all
criteria are met then the match is considered final. If the spectral types did not match,
the record was flagged and this was investigated manually. If a star failed both passes, it
was placed in another file which would be processed again with a larger spatial window.
In all, four runs of the program were required to complete the cross index.
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Preparation of the Data Sets
Since we were only interested in the subset of the DO which ontained a HD spectral
type, these data were selected (5764 entries) from the full catalogue. Also, the southern
declination limit of the DO is nominally -4.5 degrees so that a subset of the HD
catalogue north of -5.0 degrees was prepared. No effort to include the HD extension in
this process was made.
The DO subset records were then sorted by increasing right ascension. Remember the
full DO was prepared in three parts and within each part the right ascension ranges from
0 to 23 hours.
Selection Criteria
The comparison passes of the two data sets were done with increasingly larger spatial
windows with a defined positional tolerance in right ascension and declination. The
values of the positional tolerances for each pass are given as follows:
Window
Right Ascension Declination
Pass (minutes) (arc minutes)
la 0.15 1.5
Ib 0.25 2.5
Ha 0.15 3.5
IIb 0.25 3.5
Ma. 0.25 sec d 1.5
Mb 0.45 sec d 2.5
IVa 0.35 sec6 3.5
IVb 0.55 seed 5.5
The above selection criteria are in agreement with those used by Grasdalen and Gaustad
(1971) in their manual correlation of the Two-Micron Sky Survey (Neugebauer and
Leighton 1969) with the DO. Their criteria were that positions in the two catalogues
agree within three arc minutes in declination and 0.2 sec 6 minutes in right ascension.
There were 125 stars which failed to meet any of the above criteria using the program,.
This was caused by a variety of reasons; e.g., an object too close to the search area of
the previous object or an error in the machine-readable version of one or both of the
catalogues. These 125 stars and another 106 cases of positional correlation but lack of
spectral correlation were all investigated manually. All of the 5764 DO sources have
been correlated with an HD star but the above investigations have led to some special
notes as given in Table 1. These should be read with care since some of the correlations
may be questionable. A sample page of the DO-HD Cross Index is given in Table 2,,
HD-DO Cross Index
This part of the cross index was prepared by simply sorting the DO-HD cross index by the
HD number. It should be noted that there were 118 cases of one HD star correlated with
two DO sources. In another case, one HD star (HD 205998) was correlated with three DO
sources (20695, 20691 and 39864). This cross index has the HD number on the second (and
227
third) record blanked out so that duplicate records are easily identified in the table. A
sample page of the HD-DO Cross Index is given in Table 3.
Sum many
These cross indices were prepared as an aid in the preparation of a supplemental infrared
data base. Users should consult the notes in Table 1 for some possible questionable
correlations. The correlation of the subset of the DO catalogue with the HD catalogue
makes it possible through the use of the HD-DM- SAO Cross Index (Nagy and Mead 1978)
to provide more precise coordinates for these sources. The two cross indices described in
this document are machine-readable and available from the Astronomical Data Center at
GSFC. A hardcopy version of these indices are available from the author.
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Table 1. DO-HD Cross Index Remarks (SP = Spectral Type).
DO Number	 Remark
595, 9989 Probably the same DO object, since the two appear in two
different analyses of the survey. Both are correlated with the
same HD source (HD 22031).
807 The HD SP given in the DO would correspond to identification
with HD 29118 but the correspondence to HD 29106 (SP K5) is
probably better.
929
	 The HD SP given in the DO is K5 but the most reasonable match
with the HD is with HD 31798 (SP given as Pee).
964	 The HD SP given in DO is N but probably should read NB.
1017 The HD SP given in DO is K5 but the best correspondence by
position is with HD 33866 (SP GO).
2285 The HD SP given in DO is KO but the best correspondence by
position is with HD 61297 (SP K5).
3201 The HD SP given in DO is KO but the best correspondence by
position is with HD 106878 (SP K5).
3839 The correspondence of this source with the HD in right ascension
and spectral type correlates it with HD 141377. However, the HD
declination
	 is	 -00	 42'	 but
	
the	 published	 DO	 lists	 the	 DO
declination at +0 0 43 1 .	 Either the correlation with the HD is
incorrect	 or	 the
	
published	 declination of
	 the	 DO source	 is
Incorrect.
6541 The HD SP given in DO is OA which corresponds to SP given in
the HD for HD 191899. However, published errata (Hoffleit 1976)
updates this spectral type to K7.
7648 The HD SP given in DO is KO but the best correspondence by
position is with HD 208529 (SP K5).
7885 In order to match by spectral type this DO source would have to
be correlated with HD 215429. However, the difference in
declination would be 12 are minutes which is much greater than
the typical difference of a few arc minutes. The cross
identification table matches the DO source with HD 215386 (SP
175) which is 0.3 minutes from the DO source in right ascension.
20887	 The HD SP given in DO is K2 but the best correspondence by
position is with HD 207371 (SP KO).
22063	 The HD SP given in DO is K5 but the best correspondence by
position is with HD 218741 (SP K2).
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Table 1. DO-HD Cross Index Remarks (SP = Spectral Type).
DO Number	 Remark
22328 The HD SP given In DO is KO but tha best correspondence by
position is with HD 222031 (SP K2). Note that the spectral type
of HD 222050 is KO which may explain the possible discrepancy.
23051	 The HD SP given in DO is N but probably should read NB.
23631	 The correspondence by position and spectral type is with HD
3689. However, a better correlation is with HD 3681 (SP KO).
26017	 The HD SP given in the DO is K2 but the best correspondence by
position is with HD 16256 (SP KO).
29608 The HD SP given in DO is KO but the best correspondence by
position Is with HD 37923 (SP K5). Note that the spectral type of
HD 37922 is KO which may explain the possible discrepancy.
32101
	
The HD SP given in DO is KO but the bes: correspondence by
position is with HD 66871 (SP G5).
36182	 The HD SP given In DO is K2 but the best correspondence by
position is with HD 169243 (SP KO).
36923	 The HD SP given fn DO is G but the best correspondence by
position is with HD 179240 (SP G5).
37398	 The HD SP given in DO is KO but the best correspondence by
position is with HD 184332 (SP K). The DO probably should read
K.
37852	 The HD SP given in DO is MA but the best correspondence by
position is with HD 188438 (SP MB).
38107 There were no HD stars anywhere in the near vicinity of the
published position for this DO entry. If the right ascension, the
HD spectral type and the approximate magnitude are all
considered then HD 191500 fits. 	 However, the published
declination of this DO source is +53 0 42' but the declination for
HD 191500 is +430 46'. Obviously, this correspondence is
questionable since not all of the published parameters agree with
any H D star.
39187	 The HD SP given in the DO is KO but the best co-respondence by
position is with HD 200830 (SP AO).
39415 The HD SP given in DO is KO which was probably Identified with
HD 203136. However, a probable better corresponden ce is with
HD 203137 (SP K5).
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Table 1. DO-HD Cross Index Remarks (SP = Spectral Type).
DO Number	 Remark
41864 The HD SP given in DO is K2 which was probably identified with
HD 215410. However, a probable better correspondence is with
HD 215345 (SP KO).
42038	 The HD SP given in DO is F8 but the best correspondence by
positron is with HD 216161 (SP KO).
42916 The HD SP given in DO is K but the best correspondence by
position is with HD 220104 (SP K2).
42989 The HD SP given in DO is K but the best correspondence by
position is with HD 220474 (SP K2).
43026 The HD SP given in DO is K but the best correspondence by
position is with HD 220652 (SP K5).
43273 The HD SP given in DO is K but the best correspondence by
position is with HD 221697 (SP KO). The DO probably should read
K0.
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NEW AND REVISED CATALOGUES AVAILABLE
FROM THE ASTRONOMICAL DATA CENTER
Wayne H. Warren Jr.
National Space Science Data Center
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Jaylee M. Mead
Laboratory for Astronomy and Solar Physics
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Theresa A. Nagy and Robert S. Hill
Systems and Applied Sciences Corporations
Astronomical catalogues and data sets recently received and/or modified are
described briefly. The catalogue numbers are those given in the Status Report
in this ADC Bulletin.
1741 Lowell Proper Motion Survey 8991 Stars with m > 8, p > 0: 26/year in the
Northern Hemisphere (Giclas, Burnham and Thomas 1971, Lowell Obs.
Flagstaff, AZ)
The catalogue has been reformatted from multiple records for stars
having photoelectric data to single records for all stars. Some correc-
tions indicated in the published catalogue were made, as were several
general changes to make the machine version conform more closely to the
published catalogue. A descriptive document has been prepared. Work is
now proceeding on computerizing all notes in the published catalogue.
1743 First Santiago-Pulkovo Fundamental Stars Catalogue (Anguita et al. 1975,
Publ. Dep. Astrononry, Univ. of Chile 2 (No. 6) 181)
The catalogue files have been restructured with unused space removed;
some corrections have been made and a document has been prepared.
1913 Lick Jupiter-Voyager Reference Star Catalogue (Klemola, Morabito, and
Taraji 1978, Lick Obs.)
1914 Lick Saturn-Voyager Reference Star Catalogue (Klemola, Taraji, and
Ocampo 1979, Lick Obs.)
f	 These catalogues were kindly supplied by Dr. Klemola. Format
4	 modifications were made and resorting by right ascension was done.
Documents are av&ilable for these catalogues.
f
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1915 Yale Zone Catalogue, 6 -60° to -70° (Fallon 1981)
This catalogue was supplied in binary form by Dr. Fallon. Work is being
undertaken to reformat the data and convert them to character-coded
format.
1918 Photographic Catalogue, Sydney Zone -48° to -54°, Right Ascensions and
Declinations of 20457 Stars (Eichhorn et al., unpublished)
This catalogue was received on magnetic tape from Dr. Eichhorn. Nothing
has bben done with the data yet because Dr. Eichhorn is in the process
of preparing a description of the catalogue.
1919 Third Santiago-Pulkovo Fundamental Stars Catalogue, a Catalogue in R. A.
of 671 Fundamental Bright Stars of the Zone +40 to -f'0 (Loyola and
Shishkina 1972, Publ. Dep. Astronomy, Univ. of Chile, 2, No. 5, 159).
t
The machine-readable catalogue was prepared at the ADC. A descriptive
document and a nd crofiche version have been prepared.
1920 Yale Catalogue of Trigonometric Stellar Parallaxes (Jenkins 1952, 1963,
Yale Univ. Obs) with Supplement Data (USNO 1982)
The magnetic tape version was kindly supplied by Dr. P. K. Seidelmann of
the USNO. Corrections found by Dr. W. F. van Altena, Dr. D. Hoffleit
and at the ADC have been incorporated and a descriptive document is
'	 available. i
1921 Jet Propulsion Laboratory Planetary and Lunar Ephemerides for the Years
1960 to 2000, Mean Equator ark! Equinox 81950 (UE118/LE62, E. M.
Standish, JPL)
1922 Jet Propulsion Laboratory Planetary and Lunar Ephemerides for the Years
1960 to 2000, Mean Equator and Equinox J2000 (DE200/LE200, Standish and
Seidelmann 1981, Bull. AAS 4, 874).
These data sets contain rhebyshev polynomial expansion data for the
computation of ephemerides by interpolation. They are stored on 6250
bpi, IBM binary VBS formatted tape. Software is available for computing
ephemerides in rectangular coordinates for desired input times.
y	 2758 Vilnius Photometric Catalogue, Published yeasureme rits and Weighted Means
(North 1980, Astron. Astrophys. Suppl. 41, 395).
Catalogue received from the CDS, Strasbourg, in 1982 January. The tape
files are unchanged except for the deletion of a few unnecessary text
records from the data files where they would have interfered with
processing. A descriptive document is available.
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2074 Photometric Data for the Nearby Stars (Hauck, B. and Mermilliod, M.
1981, CDS. Inform. Bull. No. 21, p. 35).
Catalogue received from the CDS, Strasbourg, in 1982 January. A few
minor editing corrections were made to the first file; otr_Lwise, the
tape is identical to that distributed from the CDS. A de _;riptive
document is available for this tape.
2913 CAO 2 Filter Photometry of 531 Stars of Diverse Types (Code, A. D.,
Holm, A. V., and Bottemiller, R. L. 1980, Astrophys. J. Supp1. 43, 501).
The tape was kindly supplied by the Space Astronomy Laboratory,
University of Wisconsin, in 1981 August. The data were reformatted to
single logical records per object and various data fields rewritten to a
computer-compatible and homogeneous form. Colons appended to published
data were added to the machine version.
2914 Ultraviolet Star Catalogue (prepared at University College London, see
Carnochan, D. 1979, CDS Inform. Bull. No. 17, p. 78).
The catalogue was kindly supplied by D. Carnochan in 1982 July. The
tape contains a descriptive file with detailed format, but no further
examination has been made yet.
2915 Catalogue of uvby Data for a Map of the Local Interstellar Reddening
within 300 Parsecs (Perry, C. L. and Johnston, L. 1982, Astrophys. J.,
in press)
The catalogue was kindly supplied by the authors in 1981 October.
Visual double stars in the file containing page and sequential-number
designations from the Index Catalogue of Visual Double Stars (IDS) '+ere
converted to standard coordinate codes used with the IDS. No other
changes have been made.
'
	
	 2916 A Catalogue of Homogeneous Photometry of Bright Stars on the DDO System
(McClure, R. D. and Forrester, W. 1981, Pub. Dominion Astrophys. Cbs.
15, 439)
f
The catalogue was kindly supplied by R. D. McClure in 1982 January. The
data records were reformatted to eliminate unused space and
{
	
	
Durchmusterung numbers were added to the file. HD numbers for multiple
stars were encoded in the standard way and flag bytes were created for
error information. A descriptive format is available.
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2917 Catalogue of Galactic O-Type Stars (Garmany, C. D., Conti, P. S., and
Chiosi, C. 1982, Astrophys. J., in press).
The catalogue was supplied by C. 0. Garmany in 1982 April. The data
were reformatted in order to make the F`ar designations uniform, to
record the photometric data in standard form, and to homogenize various
other data. Three duplicate entries were removed after careful checking
and notification of the first author. A descriptive document is
available.
2918 Catalogue of Infrared Observations (Gezari, D. Y., Schmitz, M. and Mead,
J. M. 1982, NASA TM 83819)
The catalogue and documentation were supplied by the authors in 1982
July. This catalogue supersedes the Merged Infrared Catalogue (2071).
2919 Catalogue of Intrinsic Colours of Stars	 the Ultraviolet %Carnochan,
D. J. 1982, CDS Inform Bull. No. 22, p. 75).
The catalogue was supplied by D. Carnochan in 1982 July. The tape
contains a descriptive file with a detailed format. Further work has
not been done yet.
3715 Luminous Stars in the Northern Milky Way (Hardorp et al. 1959-1965,
Hamburg-Bergedorf, Vol. I-VI)
The catalogue was received from the CDS, Strasbourg. The
machine-readable version was modified extensively to more closely match
the published catalogue, to make the format uniform, and to remove
non-numerical characters from certain data fields. The data were
converted from BCD coding to EBCDIC (or ASCII), the logical record
length was shortened to discard unused bytes. An additional data file,
sorted by increasing right ascension and decreasing declination, was
added as a second file, while the remarks published in Volumes II, IV
and VI were computerized and added as a third file. A descriptive
document is available.
3904 The Sixth Catalogue of Galactic Wolf-Rayet Stars: Their Past and Present
(van der Hucht, K. A., Conti, P. S., Lundstrom, I. and Stenholm, B. 1981
Space Science Reviews 28, no. 3)
See announcement of availability elsewhere in this bulletin. 	
I
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3918 A Deep Objective-Prism Survey for Large Magellanic Cloud Members
}	
(Sanduleak, N. 1969, Contr. Cerro Tololo Inter-American Obs., No. 89).
I	 This catalogue was transcribed, punched, verified, and checked at the
Astronomical Data Center. A document describing the tape file and
f	 containing the notes is available.
3°19 Catalogue, Spectrum and Magnitude Data Bank of Be , Bp and Bpe Stars
(Page, A. A. 1982)
The catalogue was kindly supplied on magnetic tape by A. A. Page. It is
a catalogue of B peculiar and emission stars containing extensive cross
identifications and basic data such as spectral type(s), magnitudes,
colors (B-V) and remarks.
4916
to
4930 Tables 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, and
21 from Jeneral Catalogue of Variable Stars, 2nd Edition (Kukarkin,
B. V., Parenago, P. P. Efremov, Yu. N., and Kholopov, P. N. 1957,
Publishing House of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR, Moscow)
See announcemen t_ of avi.ilability elsewhere in this bulletin.
5704 Catalogue of Stars within 25 Parsecs of the Sun (Woolley, R., Epps, E.
A., Penston, M. J. and Pocock, S. B. 1970, Roy. Obs. Ann., No. 5).
The machine-readable catalogue was received from the CDS, Strasbourg.
The data were reformatted to condense the 160-byte records to the
current 135 bytes and to convert the old 026 character code to 029. A
descriptive document is available.
5706 Catalogue of Kinematic Data for O-B5 Stars (Rubin, V., Burley, J.,
Kiasatpoor, A., Klock, B., Pease, G., Rutscheidt, E. and Smith C. 1962
Astron. J. 67, 491).
Initially, this catalogue was received from the CDS. The entries for
Tables I and IV of the original published catalogue were combined. The
spectral types and source references from the original published
catalogue were added. Some data fields were reformatted.
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i5907 The Bright Star Catalogue, 4th Revised Edition (Hoffleit, D. with the
collaboration of Jaschek, C. 1982, Yale University Observatory).
The catalogue was kindly supplied on magnetic tape by D. Hoffleit in
1982 March. An additional tape containing remarks files was supplied in
April. The original data tape contained 18 files consisting of left and
right pages for groups of 1000 stars. The files were combined into a
single data file with one logical record per star. Corrections found
after publication of the catalogue were made and the supplementary
remarks were merged into the remarks and data file. Documentation has
been prepared.
6906 Faint Blue Objects at High Galactic Latitude (Warnock, A. III and Usher,
P. D. 1982, Astron. Data Center Bull. 1, No. 3)
The catalogue was supplied on magnetic tape by A. Warnock III in 1982
,., April. The only changes made were the blanking out of 8 magnitudes when
they were absent (they were 0.0 originally) and shortening of the record
length from 132 bytes to 118 bytes, since bytes 119-132 were never used.
7827 Revised O ptical Catalogue of Quasi-Stellar Objects (Hewitt, A. and
Bsrbidge, G. 1980, Astrophys. J. Supp1. 43, 57)
The machine-readable version of this catalogue was received from
Adelaide Hewitt in August 1980. This version incorporated all of the
errata identified by the authors to date. Extensive modifications have
been made to the format of the machine-readable version, which as
received consisted of five types of card images for each entry, followed
by the references in the same file. Each entry now consists of a single
525-byte record with a consistent format, and the references have been 	 e
put into separate files, one sorted numerically and another sorted
alphabetically.
7902 Optical Catalogue of Radio Galaxies (Burbidge, G. and Crowne, A. H.
1979, Astrophys. J. Sup 1. 40, 583).
The machine-readable version of this catalogue was received from one of
the authors (A. Hewitt, formerly A. H. Crowne) in the summer of 1981.
Extensive modifications to the format have been made, similar to those
described for 7827 above. Also, the coordinate designation was computed
and added to each record, since it was not originally given on the tape
for the majority of records. One missing record has been reconstructed
from the published catalogue. _;ounts of spectral lines were added to
each record. Some data are present in the machine-readable version but
not in the original published version, particularly a few photometric
color values and references.
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ASTRONOMICAL DATA CENTER (ADC)
ANNUAL REPORT FOR 1982
J. M. Mead
Laboratory for Astronomy and Solar Physics/GSFC
W. H. Warren Jr.
National Space Science Data Center/GSFC
The present report covers activities of the Astronomical Data Center,
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, for the calendar year 1982.
I. PERSONNEL
J. M. Mead (Laboratory for Astronomy and Solar Physics, LASP), W. H.
Warren Jr. (National Space Science Data Center/World Data Center A for Rockets
and Satellites, NSSDC), T. A. Nagy and R. S. Hill (Systems and Applied
Sciences Corporation), and W. T. Sheridan (NSSDC) comprised the ADC staff.
T. A. Nagy and W. T. Sheridan left the ADC during the year.
II. ACTIVITIES
Two new machine-readable versions of previously published catalogs: A
Deep Objective-Prism Survey for Large Magellanic Cloud Members (Sanduleak
1969, Catalog 7038) and Third Santiago-Pulkovo Fundamental Stars, A Catalogue
in RA of 671 Fundamental Bright Stars of the Zone +40° to -90° (Loyola and
Shishkina 1972, Catalog 1078) were created by direct-to-disk keypunching.	 f
Approximately 1700 records of notes to the Lowell Proper Motion Survey 8991
Stars with m > 8, PM > O"26 per Year in the Northern Hemisphere (Giclas,
Burnham and Thomas 1971, Catalog 1079) were committed to machine-readable
form. Supplement 2 of the Catalogue of Photometric Sequences (Argue and
Miller 1976) was punched and Supplement 3 is in preparation in collaboration
with the authors. The original catalog and supplements will be combined to
produce a new comprehensive machine-readable catalog. An updated and
corrected version of the Yale Catalogue of Trigonometric Parallaxes (Jenkins
1952, 1963), containing the supplement stars, was received from the U.S. Naval
Observatory and prepared for distribution. A new Yale Zone Catalogue, -60 0 to
-70 0
 was received from F. W. Fallon and a collaborative effort initiated with 	 i
him and E. Dorrit Hoffleit to prepare the catalog for publication in the Yale
Transactions.
All zones of the machine-readable Cordoba Durchmusterung were distributed
both internally and externally for proofreading. About half of the zones have
been returned and corrections are being recorded for editing purposes.
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A new version of the SAO-HD-DM-GC Cross Index (Catalog 4004), containing
approximately 9000 changes, was produced as part of the work on a new version
of the SAO Catalog. Work on the SAO Catalog itself has nearly been completed.
A system of automated retrieval of astronomical catalogs from a set of
master tapes was developed. The system allows automatic access to specified
catalogs and preparation of requesters' tapes to specifications with a minimum
of interactive terminal input. The preparation of magnetic-tape file records
for requesters' tapes was also automated.
The ADC Status Report on Machine-Readable Catalogues was converted to
upper and lower case and revised to include additional information about each
catalog listed.
Tests were successfully run on using an optical character recognition
machine to computerize printed catalogs to create magnetic tapes directly from
printed pages. A project to computerize the Luyten NLTT catalog of 15985
stars in collaboration with the Space Telescope Science Institute was begun.
A Combined List of Astronomical Sources (CLAS) has been prepared (see
paper in this Bulletin) by combining selected data from 25 catalogs which may
contain candidates for identification in the survey by the Infrared Astronomy
Satellite (IRAS), launched in late January 1983. This data set has been
installed on-line at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, where the IRAS survey is
underway.
A bibliographical index of astronomical objects observed by the
International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE), based on a search of six journals
covering 1978 to 1981, was completed.
III. COMPUTING FACILITIES
The IBM 360 Computers (/75 and /91) of the Goddard Space Flight Center
Science and Applications Computing Center were replaced with an IBM 3081 Model
D system. Conversion of all software to the new virtual machine MVS operating
system was successfully effected. The new computer, with its larger
foreground capabilities, allows interactive editing of all but the largest
astronomical catalogs, and many ADC utilities have been developed to take
advantage of these capabilities.
IV. CATALOGS
The addition of 93 astronomical catalogs to the ADC collection during
1982 brought the total number of catalogs to 360. Microfiche versions of
eight additional catalogs were produced. A total of 34 catalogs is now on
microfiche, with an additional 17 catalogs on microfilm only. Descriptive
documents were produced for 33 additional catalogs; 125 catalogs now have
completed descriptive documents.
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V. REQUEST ACTIVITY
A total of 403 requests was received by the ADC in 1982. Materials
distributed included 257 catalogs on magnetic tape, 17 printed catalogs, 76
microfiche catalogs, 123 copies of documents (not including those distributed
with machine-readable catalogs) and 95 Status Reports. Forty-four copies of
previously distributed ADC Bulletins were disseminated, while 77 requests for
information were processed.
VI. DATA EXCHANGE
A new data set was created and software written to prepare reports on
data exchange with the other centers of machine-readable astronomical data.
The report shows that 27 catalogs were received from the CDS, Strasbourg,
while 42 catalogs were sent to the CDS. Six catalogs were received from and
ten sent to the Soviet Astronomical Data Center, while one catalog was
w	 received from and seven catalogs sent to the U. S. Naval Observatory; one
catalog was received from the Japanese Astronomical Data Center at the Kana-
zawa Institute of Technology.
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STATUS 6FPORT ON MACHIIE-SEADABLF ASTRONOMICAL CATALOGUES
ASTROBCMICAL CATA CENTEE
NASA-GODDAFD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
J. M. MEAD, W. H. WARREN JR., T. A. NAGY
28 MAY 1983
Catalogues are grouped and numbered in terms of the Strasbourgg Stellar
Data Centers numbering system where a FFlicable. Additional biblio-
graphical information can be found in be CDS catalogue list.
Catalogues numbered in 700s have been received from the CDS but
modified, updated with corrections, or supppple n enteg with additional
data. If the CDS assigns a ouster to•the GSFC version or decidgs to
distribute it in place of its own, then the CCS ouster will be
reassigned to the GSFC version.
Catalogues cumbered in 800s are distinct from the CDS eersions in that
they originate from independent sources and/or they have been redone
or extensively modified.
Catalogues numbered in 900s have not et or are not expected to be
assigned numbers by the Strasbourg Da^a Center.
Status Codes for Catalogues:
A - Available for distribution
B - Basically checked out on computer, but docu neotdticn not yet
completes or some guestieas remain
C - Catalogue on hand, but not yet checked out by computes
D - Catalogue in preparation, revision, cr update (tesporarill
unavailable)
E - Catalogue has been reqguested, tut not let received
F - Available in n iciofiche version
G - Available in both microficbg and micrcfils versions
M - Available in n iccofiln version
R - Catalogue on hand, but we are not authorized to distribute
T - Full documentation available
$tatys codes for oaynet }c tape, microform and documentation are given
in first, second and third colu mns, repectively.
NOTE: The machine-readable catalogue orb this list have been obtained
fro n nany different sources an	 in some cases, have been
modified !reformatted, reblocke L corrections added, etc.)
at GSFC	 In no case, however, has a catalogue been changed
intepnally with reggard to data content. Individual sources
are identified in tle documentation pertaining to each catalogue.
Addresses:
Jaylee M.	 Read t Laboratopy for Astronomy and Solar Physics	 Code 680,
26771NASA - GoddarQ Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland
Telephone:	 (301) 344-8543.
A" Theresa A.	 Nagy, Systems and Applied Sciences Ccrporatioa ode 681,1071NASA - Goddard Space Flight Center,
T elephone:	 130 1) 344-7615.
Greentelt, Maryland
+k Wayne H.	 Warren Jr.	 National
A
Space Science Data Center	 [BSSDC^
world Data Center	 for Sockets and Satellites 'YDC-A	 BGs1 Code 601,371NASA - Goddard Space Fliqbt Centec
8 105;	 ^TS
Greentelt
83 q 4-831 r
od
8 i^5;
c arll 1 26
TELEX 89675.Telephone:	 1) 344-8310130	 or
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STATUS REPOST ON MACHINE- FEAEAELE ASTRONOMICAL CATALOGUES28 MAY 1983
I.	 ASTBC R ITRIC DATA:
1801 - Sm#thsonian Astroph yysical Otservatory Star Catalu
l
with HD and GC nun ers adled	 - character version?
Haramundanis	 1966)	 (25899	 records)
D M T
1003 - Yale Zone Catalogues(YZ)(Trans.	 Yale Astron.	 bs.	 11-27,30-31)	 1 206760	 records) B
1004 - Ca a Photographic CatajogueIC PC(Ain.	 Cape Obs.,	 901.	 7-22)	 (6866 records) B
1005 - P c er !lotions of Stars in the Zone Cataloue ofg
2^8 3 Stars	 1900	 1 H.	 Spencer Jones and J. 	 Jackson 1936,HMSO,	 London)	 (20847	 records)
B
^..	 1006 - Catalogue og 20554 Faint Stars in the Astrograpbic Zone
-40 0 to -`5 2 	 for the Eqyuinox of	 1900.0	 ICP1
E
H	 Spencer Jones and J.	 Jackson	 1939,	 MS	 , London)2b55^i	 records)
E
1808 - General Catalogue of 33342 Stars for the Epcch 	 1950.0
f
G^)	 iBoss	 1937, Carnegie Inst. 	 of Washington)4	 reccrds)
A M T
1009 - Geschichte des rixsternh'mmels	 (2onef 0 0 	to +50 0
(otserved Fositicns	 not included)
	
(169000	 records;
E
1810 - Yale Catalogue of Triconcmetr:c Parallaxes (TP) 	 A G
Jenkins 1952 1563, tale Univ. Ots.)
6079 recorab,
1011 - Catalogue cf Proper Mcticas of 8790 Stars with	 EReference to Galaxies tKlemola et al. 1971, Publ. Lick
Ob_. 1XII, Part II) (12492 records)
1012 - Stern-Katalog fur die Zone von -6 0 tis -10 0 	B F
Sudlicher re Tcli .natica fur dos Aeguinoktiun 890
E ste and 2weite Abtheilung (Herz 1906 , 1907 path. Abb.
n cht zur Akad. gehor. Geleh rter, Berlin. 1§06. 1.;1907. I.) (3310 + 6941 records)
1013 - Catalog of 5268 Standard Stars Based on the Normal
	
BSpsten 130 fi. R. Morgan 1952, Astron. Papers Amer.
Epbeeerir 13, Part III) 1130)(5268 records) ( superseded ty 1080)
1014 - Proper Notions of 115 Late- T pe Stars (Fogh Olson 1970, C
AE) Suppl. 2, 69) (1136 records)
1015 - Fourth Fundamental Katalog and SuFplesent
	
B(rrcke and Kopf 1513, VgToff. Astron. Rechen - Inst.,Hei elberg, No. 0, 1 ) ( 8543 records)
1016 - Katalog von 3356 Scbwachen Sternen fur das Aequinoktius
	
C1950	 Zones -5 0 to +89 0 )13356 records)
(Larink 19`5, Hamburg -Bergedorf Verlag der Sternwarte)
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I.	 ASTFChETRIC EATA:
1021 - Carte du Ciel Catalogue (Lacroute and Valbousquet 1974,
CDs Bull. E 38)(AC) (Oxfors, Toulouse, Bordeaux, Algiers zones)
1022 - Carte du Ciel Catalogue (Lacroute and Valbousguet 1974,
CDs Bull. E, 38)(AC) (Paris zone)
1023 - Catalogpe cf Proper Mctiens for 437 A S ars
(Fog 0011son 1970, AGA Suppl. 1, 189) ;4 8 records)
1026 - Catalogue de 8803 Etoil s entrg 31 0 et 400 DeclinaisonNord ( Prager 1923, Terolf. Berlin-Batelsberg 4)
1028 - Eonn 10; Katalog ♦on 10663 Sternen ( Kustner 1908, Teroff. C
der Konigl. Sternwarte zu Bonn, Nc. 10) ( 10400 records)
1031 - Eucharest Cataloue: Cataloue KSZ d • Etoiles Faibles 	 B
^
o r 1950. 0 1197 j )  Zones -11 0   to +110
3 40 records)
1032 - Greenwich Catalog of Stars For 1910.0 (London, H. M.	 E
Stationery Office 1920) Zones +24 0 tc +320(12368 reccrds)
1033 - First Greenwich Catalog of Stars for 1925.0 ( London 1924) C
(2(43 records)
1034 - Second Greenwich Catalog of Stars for 1925 . 0 12111	 C
Fundamental Stars (London 1935) Zones +32 0 to +640
110587 Stars, 1268 records)
1035 - Second Nine-Year Catalog of Stars for 1900: Astrograppic CB erence Stars 1Loadon 1909)
1 127 records)
1036 - Catalogue de 964 Etciles Zones +5 0 to +15°
1
Faet, Cercl .e Meridien Ann. Bur. Long. VIII)
806
7
 records)
1037 - Paris 50 • Catalogue o 3997 Stars ( unFublished)
Zones +3^° to +35	 (2 02 records)
1038 - Tokyo Mitaka Cataloue of Equatorial Stars	 1950.0	 (THE)1962,
	 Ann.	 To2ye Astron.	 Obs.	 (2)	 8,	 1)
1
Tuzi
4135 reccrds)
1041 - Lowell Proper Ho lion Sur g e	 8991	 Stars with m > 8,
PM >	 0.26" /Year	 n
and Thomas
the Nor bera Hemispbere	 (Giclas
1971,	 Lowell	 Ots.,	 Flagstaff, Afl)Bu nha n( 1384 records)
1043 - First Santiago-Pulkgvo Fundamental Stars Catalogue
1
J
SFF 11126 records) 1975,(Anguita et	 al.
utl. Dep. Astronomy, Univ.	 of Chile,	 2	 (No.	 6)	 181.
1044 - Second Catalo ue of7 Fundamental Stars Santiago-Pulkovo+ 62 records)	 ( unpotlisheg)(SFF-2) 1 326	 260
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STATUS REPOPT ON MACHINE-FEADAELE ASTBONOMICAL CATALOGUES
28 MAY 1983
I.	 ASTSCHETRIC rATA:
1049 - Cataiogque	 Neridign de strasbcurg	 1972 (eelchior and	 C
Dejaiffe,	 unpublished)	 (2832 records)
1054 - A Catalogue of	 1849 Stars with Proer
0.5"	 Annually	 (Luyten	 1955,	 Lund	 Press,
Bottoms Ezc4peding	 B
Mi nneapolis)
1055 - 3eme Catalogue de Tculcuse, 	 Zones +3 0 to +120 	C
(Palogue	 1937,	 Toulouse	 Ann.	 13)	 110074 records)
1057 - Catalogue de	 142E3	 Fteiles:	 Catalc ue C'Abbadia	 C(Hendaye	 1915)	 Zones	 +16 0 	to	 +24 0 11 4218 records)
1059 - Catalogue cf Proppeer notions of 12590 Faint	 Stars in the	 C
+25 0 TO - 20 0 De^linatica Zone	 iGor ^
Astron.	 Obs.	 Pul kovo,	 Sec.	 2,	 ,
y
1629. ie cotdsjaw.
1860 - Data on Trigonometric Parallaxes which havg been used in E
the Yale Catalogue ( Ri.ght-hand Fa es of Trig. Par. Cat.)(Jenkins 1963, s ale Vaiv. Ots.) (10215 records)
1861 - AGF3 Catalogue [from Heidelberg; 1975 Hamburg- 	 A F T
Bergedorf; see alsc Warren 1978 CDs fi011. 15, 116)
( 183145 records) (.see also 1069f
1862 - Ferth 70, Fositicns of 24900 Stars ( P70)	 A	 T
((Hog and von der Heide 1976 Abh. der Bamburer
Sternwarte IX) (24978 records) (see also 1917)
1068 - Positions and Proper Notions of 2027 Stars in the	 E
Vicinity of Alpha Persei (Fresneau 1980 CDs Bull.
18, 81; Astron. J. E5, 66) 	 1 2027 records)
1069 - AGK3 Catalogue ( from Heidelberg; 1975 Hamburg - Bergedorf; A	 T
see also Warren 1976, CDs Bpll. 15, IN ( see also 1861)
1183145 records forted by right ascension)
1870 - AGE3R Catalogue: Observational Catalogue of 21499	 B
Northern Reference Stars (see S ott appd Smith 1967
Conf. on Photograph ic Astrometrlc Techni ue, p• 181,Ed. H. Eicbhorn, U. South Florida, l am pa^
121499 records)
1071 - Catalog of Supplemental Stars to the Ecaner	 A	 T
Durchausterung ( Warren and p ress 1980, ADC Bull. 1, 19)(838 records)
1872 - AG13H Cataloue: Mean Positions and PrcFer !lotions of 	 E
for 20194 AG;3R Stars ( preppared by . T E. Corkin, USNO)
f
ge Corbin, T . E. 1578, IAD Collog. 4b, 305)0194 records)
1873 - Catalogue of 20457 Star Positions Obtained from Photo- 	 B
raphyy in the Declination Zone -48 0 to - 54 0 (1950)
9
Eichhorn, W. D. Goo le C. E. Lukac and J. 9. Burphy,
M3 Astrcn. J. 88, 546f
(2457 records)
1074	 uatrieme Catalogue Meridiem de l'Otservatoire de 	 B
^esancon (Crete et al. 962, Astron. Astrophys. Supple
5J, 147)	 1953 stars; 670 + 283 records)
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28 MAY 1983
I.	 ASTFCFETRIC EATA:
1075 - Second Cape Catalogue for 1950 . 0 11968 Ann. Cape Obs. 	 e
23) Declination < -20 0 (6763 stars + 417 circuapolar
stars)
1076 - Lick Saturn-Voyage Refgrence Star Catalogue (Klemola, 	 A	 T
Tara ii, Ocampo 1.7 , Lick Otservatory)(4555 records)
1077 - Lick Jupiter-Voyayer Befercuce Star Catalogue (Klemola, 	 A	 T
Morabito, Taraji 1978, Lick. Cbservatcry)(4586 records)
1078 -
F
Third Santiago-Pulkovc Fundamental Star § Catalogue
[SFF 3)	 A Catalogue in B.A.	 of 671	 Fundamental Bright
Stars ot the Zone +40 0 to -90 0
	(Loyola qnd Shishkina
1572,	 Publ.	 Dep.	 Astronomy,	 naiv.	 of	 Chile,	 2	 (No.	 5)
15S)	 1671	 records)
A F T
1079 - Lowell Proper Notiop Surve
	
8991	 Stars with s > 8,
Pd > 0.26" / Tear	 in the Nor her 	 Hemisphere	 (GiclasSurnha n and Thomas	 1971,	 Lowell Ohs. ,	 Flagjtaff,	 Ab.
18589	 records)
A	 T
1080 - Catalog of 5 268 Standard Stars	 Eased cn the NormalSystem V30(( 6. 	 R.	 Morgan	 1952,	 Astrce.	 Paper .i Amer.
E	 hemeris
	
13,	 Part	 III)	 (Y 30)
0268 data + 277 remarks records)
I F T
1081	 - Yale Catalogue of TrigoncmetriC Parallaxes	 (Jenkins A	 T
i
1952	 1963,	 Yale Univ.	 Obs.	 with correction, and
Su ppSement 3ata	 added)	 (USHC	 1982)(675 records)	 (supersedes	 1810)
1082 - First Santiago -Pulkcvc Fundamental Stars Catalogue
F	 1)	 11043	 +	 E2	 records)	 ( Anqu	 to	 et al.	 19 75Ml.	 Dep.	 Astronomy,	 Univ.	 of (.h	 le,	 2	 (No.	 6)	 581.
A	 T
1083 - Econer Durchsusterung(BD)	 zjje83 +60 0 	to +890
(punched	 at CDS,	 Strasbourg	 1199	 )
B
1084 - Ecnaer Durchmusterung (ED) zcnes +14 0 , +26 0 to +55 0 ,	 E
+58 0 , +59 0
 (puncbed at Observatoire de Bice 1983)
1901 - Cordola Durchmusterong (CD) (Those 1892-1932, 	 D G
Besultados del Ots. Nac. Argentine 16,17,21)
1613951 records)
1902 - Accturate Positio 	 ff 502 Stars in Be ion of Pleiades 	 A	 T(Eichh,-)rn et al.9^0, des. BAS 73, 1^5) ( 502 records)
1903 - Catalogue of Starsin Be
(oarren and Dunham 1978)qion of Hyades Cluster
	
D
1904 - Smithsonian Astrophysi al Obkervatory Star Catalo
	
A	 T
I
Harasundanis 1966) ((w th HD and GC numbers added
bInary version) (5A6-Binary,
f 1906 - Fenner Durcbmusterung ( BD) Zcnes - 1 0 to +19 0	D G
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28 MAY 1983
I.	 ASTFCFETRIC CATA:
1907 - Ecnner Durchmusterung (BD) Zcnes +20 0 to +400	G
1908 - Eonner Durchmusterung (CC) Zcnes +41 0 to +89 0 	
1909 - Ca ppe Photorapphic Durchmustc-runq (CPC)	 D G
G311 and Paptea p 1 E95- . 1900 Cape Ann. 3-5
only zones - 18 to - 32 3 , -35 0 machine reahatile)
1910 - Southern Durchmustetung (BC South) Zcnes - 2 0 to -23 0	G(Schonfeld 1886, Astrcn. Bent. 8, Part IV#
1911 - Jet Propulsion Laboratory Lcnq E beseri: Tape of	 A
Plait tar sp and Lg p ar c oemerides cr the Teats 1410 8C
to 303 71C [CEi02, 6iles, VBS Fermat tinary)
(Newhall 1976, Jet Fcopnlsio.i Lab)
1915 - Yale Zone Catalogue, Zone - 60 0 to - 70 0 (Fallon 1981)	 B
114598 + 14598 records)
1916 - Perth 70, Individuaj Otservaticns of 24900 Stars	 C
1
Bc and Von der Heide 1576, unputlished)
16?117 records)
1917 - Perth 70, Fositicns of 24978 Star: ( P70)	 A	 T
[Bog and Von der Heide 1576 Ath. der Hamburger
5ternwarte Ix) (1862 crderea b DH cumter)
124978 records) (see also 1862
1921 - Jet Propulsion Laboratory Planetary and Lunar EEhe-	 A
met}des for the Years 1960 to 2000, rean Equator and
Eqquinox 81950 (DE118 LE62, VES pormat unary)
(L. M. Standish, JPLf
1922 - Jet &r_opulsion Laboratory Planetary and Lunar EFFhe- 	 A
neri.es for the Years 1960 to 2000, Mean Equatot and
Eyninox J2000 (DE209/LE200 VBS Format inarl^!{Standish and Seidelmano 1481, Bull. AAS 4, 974)
1923 - The J Catalog of Reduced AstrograEhic Cataloguc Data	 8
for Galactic Clusters and Otber Selected Zodiacal
Regions lCunha n and Herald 1982, see Cunham, D. W. 1970,
Occultation Newsletter 1, 138).
16020 records)
1924 - Santiago 6 1 Catalogyue, Catalogue of 7610 Stars, 	 E
Declinaticu Zone -2` O to -45 0 Equinci 1950.0
J
G ! Carrabco and P. Loyola 19A1, Futl. Dep. hstronomy,
aiv. of Chile 4)
1925 - New Less than Two Tenths Catalogue (NL;T) (Luyten W. J. C F
1979, 1980, University of Aianesota) (computerize)
th ou b joint ADC and Space Telescope Science ins t itute
e;for with f inancial suEFort of STScI)
( e34 stars)
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28 MAT 1983
II.	 PHOTCMFTNIC DATA:
2001 - Catalogue of Stars Measured in the Geneva Cbservator B
Phctometric S ste p 	(Rutener	 1976	 A&A	 Suppl.	 26,	 275f
ty	 2012)14795 records	 (superseded
2802 - 'Irc- Micron	 Sky Suryey	 (TMSS A R T
(Beugetauer	 and	 Leighton	 199'
	
15612	 records)
2703 - A Catalogue of uvbyy	 Beta Measurements:
Collection	 Fubiishe4 Data • 	A Catalogue of WeightedA	 of
L M
19'15,	 22,	 239)Means	 (Hauck	 and Meraslliod	 AEA	 SuFpl.
(superseded by 2057)
2004 - fh ctoelectric Catalcgue:	 Magcitudes and Colcrs of Stars A M
' in the UBy and UcEV System1974,	 ASA	 S	 p	 15	 2151	 (34807 records)jQchsen::einimproved	 vecsioa o.	 23^^ belorf	 IUB 5)
2005 -	 UEV Photometry of	 Brigh.	 Stars B(Jchuson	 et	 al.	 1966,	 Commun.	 LPL 4,	 9S, Taule	 9)
2006 - Celescope Catalogue of U'travi olet Ma oitudes 	 C R(Davis et al. 1973, SAO Spec. 	 Repert 350) (5761 cecoeds)
2707	 - UBVRIJKLMNH Photoelectric Photometric 	 Catalo ue A R T
IEcrel and Magnerat	 1978,	 A&A	 SupFl.	 34, 477?
15943 data	 records	 +	 eP,	 ref.	 records)
2008 - Catalogue of UVBCRI M easurements:	 Catalogue of B
Putlisbea	 rata;	 Catalogue of	 Weighted Means
WicollieL	 a nd	 Hauck	 1978,	 A&A	 SuFpl.	 31,	 437)
1702 +	 12S7	 records) i
}?010 - General Cataloue of	 Variable	 Stars	 2c9 Ed.	 (3CYS)
Kckarkin	 et	 al..
	
( 17545	 reccr5s)
E M
1959,
4 superseded	 by 2011	 below)
2811	 - General Catalogue of Variable	 Star	 Partial 3rd Ed. A	 T
et	 al. )	 repar d	 by Gui ltaut)	 ((GCVS-_i)
4
Kukarkin
22649	 records) 	
,up,
	 b	 revisions	 made	 at	 IiDC)
2014	 - VBIUW	 Photoelec t ric Pbotcee4ric Catalcgue,	 System of CJalravenffpublisted	 ata and	 homogenec L s means)
(Python	 1579,	 AEA Suppl.	 38,	 463)	 13132	 +	 2687	 records)
2015	 - catalogue of	 Photometric Measurements in the UBVr	 20 C
f^Vste n 	 (pput1ished data and Leighted means
nenat	 1973,	 CDS	 Internal	 Beport	 No.	 6;
R
eg
18	 +	 366 records)
2016 -
'
Cataloue des Mfsures Qhotometrigues Mans le Systeaeg C
de 1'Oservatoire de	 Vilniuf:	 CaffaloquA of	 .Individual
Measures ,	Catalogue of Avenges; 	 6eferen 4)es jjgg	 2758)
(Magnenat	 CDS	 records)1974,	 Internal Repurt No.	 8	 3
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28 MAI 1983
II.	 PHO TCFETRIC CATA:
	
2017 - Catalogue des Mesures Pbotometriques dans le Systeme	 C
de David Dunlap Cbservatory: Catalogue of Individual
leasures; Cataloggue of averages (Magnenat 1974, CDS
Internal Feport No. 9) 11884 records)
2018 - Catalogue des Mesures Pbotonetriques dans le Systeae 	 C
M
2 65, E2) de Eggen: Catalogue of Individual Measures
alogue of Averages (Magnenat 1974, CDS Internal Repori
No. 7) (15e5 records)
2019 - Theoretical Colours for F and G Dwarfs 	 C(Fell 1971, MNRAS 1^4, 343)
2020 - The Spatial Distribution of Young Stars in vela 	 C
(pesit^ -al, photoelectric UBV, reddening, distances
data, _ .^1 records 358 Stars(Denoyelle 1977, ^16A Suppl.	 7, 343)
2021 - Narrow-Band Photcmetry of Late-TyFe Stars 	 C(Haggkvist and 0 ja 1970, AEA Suppl. 1, 199) (629 Stirs)
2022 - H-A1 ha Photometry of Late-Type Stars II. F e-id G Dwarfs C
South of the Equator (Peat 1996, MNEAS 131, 467)
1172 records)
2024 - H-Alpha Photometry cf Late-Type Stars I. F-, G- and K-	 C
T Fe Stars North of the Equator(P Eat 1964, MNRAS 128, 435) 1594 records)
2025 - Photome-c of Orange-Red Ca I TriElet in Late-Type Stars. C
Talle : (Feat 19E4, MNRAS 128, 475) 1296 records
2026 - Catalogue of Early-Ty pe Stars Measured in a Ndrrcw-Band 	 C
Photometric System IMorguleff and Gertaldi 1975, ASA
Suppl. 19, 389) (14 2 records)
2027 - Catalogque cf Photop lect-	 Fhotometri c 1leasuremEints in	 E
the UCHV System I utli• 	 _ data and weigghted means)(Nicolet 1975, AE 5upp_'	 22, 239) 18 0WE0 + 7146 records)
2029 - Cataloue of UBV Photometry and MK SEEectral TyYes in	 E
Open Clusters 1lermillicd 1976, AEA Suppl. 24, 159; CDS
Pull. 11, 16) 11335E records)
2032 - 0 Stars Catalogue, 3rd Editicu 	 B
(Goy 1976, A&A Supppl. 26 273) 13118 records, 95.
entries) (superseded by t1076)
2033 - uvt	 Beta Photometry fcr Bright C- to GO-Type Stars	 BSou k of Declination +10° [[2828 records)
(Gronbech and Olsen 1976, T977, AEA Suppl. 25, 213;
27, 443)
2034 - Polarization Catalogue ^Matherson Fcrd/KlareNeckel and 	 B R
Krautt2r combined, see ..DS Boll. %, 115) (M3 records)
2035 - A Ceneral ''ataloggue of OBV Photoelectric Photometry 	 A M
^
mermilliod and 8icolet 1977, ASA Suppl. 29, 259)
N$-Ut3V) 173091 records)
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i	 II.	 PHOiCFETRIC CATA:
2036 - Catalogue of Individual UBV and uvby- Peta Observations	 B
1	 in the Region of the Orion CE 1 Association
(warren and Hesser 1977 Ap.J. Suppl. 34, 115)
i	 1S76 records, 106 UBV §tars, 508 uvty-Beta Stars)
2037 - Catalogue of UBV HR Viagrams of Globular Clusters 	 B
f
Philip et al. 1c76, Dudley Obs. Repert No. 11)
4C824 records)
2038 - Catalogue Miniphote J13 data files, 2 ref. files)
	
B(Magnenat 1975, CDS ull. 8, 20)
2039 - Catalogue of Stars Photometrically Measured 	 BjMagnenat 1976, CDS Bull. 11, 17) jabout 60600 Stars)
2040 - Photoelectric Measur-s of Hydrogeb -ine Absorption in 	 C
Early-Type Stars
^.
	
	 4
Ba pu Chandra Sanval and Sinvhal 1962, MHRAS 123,
21g (177 records)
2041 - Phctoelgctric Measurements of the 4200-A CN Band and the C
G Fand in G8-K5 Spectra
{	 (Griffin and Redman 1960, MNRAS 120, 267) (712 records)
2042 - K-line Photometry of A Stars ( Henry 1969, AF.J. Suppl.	 C
18, 47) 1292 records, 146 entries)
2043 - K-line Photometry of Southern A Stars Table I: Summary 	 E
of Data on Southern A Stars (Henr ans Hesser 1971, Ap.
J. Suppl. 23, 421) (738 records, 369 entries)
2044 - K-line Photometry of Stars in Population I Clusters, 	 C
Tables 3 tc 6 (Pleiades, IC 2391, IC 2602 H ales)
y
Hesser and Henry 1971,  Ap. J. Suppl. 23, X1531
112 entries)
a
2045 - Strong Cyanogen Stars Table 2: Photometric Data	 C(Janes and McClure 19 1, Ap. J. 165, 561) ( 185 records)
2046 - A Fhotometric Investigation of the Strong Cyanogen Stars, C
Table 1: Bright Calibration Stars • Tale 4: Strong
Cyanogan Stars ( rcClure 1970, AJ ^5, 41) ji83 records)
2047 - Scanner Abundance Studies I. An Investigation of Supe-
Metallicity in Late-Tp a Evolved Stars Tables 5, 6,(Spinrad and Taylor 1969, Ap.J. 157, 1179) (229 entries)
2048 - * eference List for the UBV Syystem
(B colet 1976, CDS Bull. 11, 20) 113425 records)
2049 - Catalogue of A n Stars with Known Spectral Types
M
uck 1973 AGA Suppl. 10, 385) 1418 entries,
recordsf
C
C
B
2050 - Photometric Standard Stars, Table II • Maggnitudes and
Colours of Bright Southern Stars; Table IV: Magnitudes
and Colours of Stars in Equatorial Zone(Cousins 1971, Royal Cbs. Ann. 7) 1900 records)
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28 MAY 1983
II.	 PHOTCFETRIC CATA:
2051 - Photoelectric Photometric CataloguueBV cf Homogeneous	 A
Measurements in the U2V System(Kicolet 1578, AEA Suppl. 34, 1) (5845 records)
2052 - 13-Color Photometry of 1380 Bright Stars ( Johnson and	 P
Mitchell 1975 Rev. Mex. Astron. Astrcf. 1, 299)
11?80 records(
2053 - A Catalogue of 10-Micron Celestial Objects (IOMU)
	
A	 T
Hall 1974 Aerospace Corp. ReFort SAM SC-TR-74- 212)
647 records)
2054 - Air Force Geophysics laboratory 4-Color Infrared	 A (I T
Price and Balker 1S76, AFGL Rzport T6-76-0208)
2363 records)
2055 - Flare Stars Gershbergg jFS) (Shakhcvska a 1971, IAO	 A	 T
Colloq. 15, K1. Veroff. Bamberg 9, 1381153 records)
2056 - 100-Micron Survey of the Galactic Plane100MU)	 A	 T
I
Hcffsann Frederick and Emery 1971, AE. J. 170, L89)
72 records)
2057 - A Catalogue of uvb	 Beta Measurements:	 E R
A Collection of Published Data • A Catalogue of Weighted
Means (Hauck and Mermilliod 19A0, AEA Sup 1. 40, 1)1 31161 obs + 19849 means) (update of 2703
2758 - Vilnius PbotometricCatalogue Putlisbcd Measurements 	 A	 T
and Weighted Means North 1986, see CDS Bull. 19, 92;
A E A Suppl. 41, 39^)	 ( 2095 measures, 1879 stars)
2859 - Cataloggue of Stellar Ultraviolet Flutes. Re_ults of
	
A	 T
the SKYSCAN Experiment and 4D-1tThcmFson et al. 1978,
Science Research Council, UK) (31215 records)
206' - Catalogug of Stella! Diameters 	 B((Fracassini and Paslnetti 1979, CD5 Bull. 16, 49; 1981,
11 E A Suppl. 45 145
16313 records, 4266 tars)
2062 - Catalogg of Extinction Data	 E
11eckel,Klare and Sarcander 1980, CDS Bull. 19, 61)
12547 records)
2063 - A Compilation of Balmer Lines Photometric Data
 
64j.-C.
	
E
Mepilliod, M. MerAilliod 1980, CDS Bull. 19, 65)(i- files, 16 143 records)
2064 - UBV Data 1976-79 1J. - C. Mermilliod 1980, CDS Bull. 19	 B63) (1 title, 1620 ebs, 125 ref, 140 numb sys records]
2065 - Five-Color Photometry of Blue Stars in and tetween the 	 B
Magellanic CloudsIWamsteket 1981, Astron. Astrophys.
Suppl. 43, 127)	 (112e records)
2066 - A Catalogue of Observations in H-Alfba ( Ducati 1981,	 B
A t A Suppl. 45 119) ( 2299 Stars)
(4095 ohs + 2294 means)
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STATUS REPOFT ON MACHINE-EEAEAFLE ASTRONOMICAL CATALCGUES
28 MAY 1963
II.	 PHOiCIETRIC EATA:
2067 - OAC 2 Ultraviolet Pbotometry An Atlas of Stellar 	 A	 T
Spectra ( Ccde and Meade 1978, Ap . J. SuFppp1. 39, 195;Meade and Code 1980 Ap. J. Su 1. 42, H	 (3 files:
2 1:2, 1 188,340 records; 164, 132,34 stars)
2068 - Dearborn Cbservatory Catalogue of faint Red Stars (DO) 	 A	 T(Lee, O.J.. Baldwin R.J. and Hamlin, D.W. 1943 • Lee,
C. J. and B artlett I. J. 1944; Lee, 0. J., Gore, 6. p. and
Bartlett, Z.	 1947, Ann. Dearborn Obs. 5, Parts 1A, 1B
and IC)	 (440'76 reccrds)
2069 - Cataloggue of Stars Sus pected of Variabilit y : Table 1	 A G T
J
Kukarkin et al. 1q 51 	 Astron. Council Acad. Sci.
SSR) (CSV-T1) (8904 records) (superseded by 2079)
2070 - Catalogue of Stars Sus ected of Variatility: Table 2	 A	 T
j
Kukargin et al. 1951965 Astron. Council Acad. Sci.SER) (CS9-T2) (3137 tecoras) (superseded by 2079)
2071 - Merged Ini`.rar ,3 Catalogue 1MIRC	 A
1
Schmitz,arown Mead and Nagy M8 NASA Td 79683)
1 1201 reccrdsf (superseded Ey 60'10)
2072 - Third Catalogue of Stars Measured in the Geneva	 B
Phctonetrc S stem IRufener 1981, Astrcn. Astro hys.
Su p1., 4_, 207)	 t 4633 Stars) (update of 200
11 633 means, 19025 obs, 745 notes records)
2073 - Barrow-Band Fhotc0etr^
0
 (Alexander, J.B., Royal Greenwich E
OLE. • see MNRAS 194,	 1961 for system description)I m^ records)
2074 - Fhctometric Data forthe Nearby Stars (Hauck and M. 	 A	 TMermilliod 1981, CDs Bull. 21, 35)
(34 descr, 1768 data, 37 refs, 50 systems records)
2075 - Homogeneous Cataloggue of Red and Infrared Magnitudes in 	 B
the Photoelectric Photometric system cf Kron (Jasniewicz,
G. 1982, Astron. Astrohys. Suppl. 49, 99)16E description + 11989 data records)
2076 - 0 5tars Catalogue; 4tb Editicn ( Goy, G. 1980, Astron.	 B
Astrophys. Suppl. 42 911 supersedes 2032
14(65 records, 971 stars
2077 - Bon- Sonar I-Ra y Measurements 11R^	 A	 T
1
Arens and Rothschild 1975, NASA/L SFC 1-661-75-230)
1301 records)
2078 - uvty-Beta Photometry of 398 Members of Visual Multiple	 B
Stellar Systems (Olsen , E.H. 1982, Astron. Astrophys.
SuFpl. 48, 165)	 (39e stars)
2079 - Catalogue Qf Suspected Variable Stars (Kukarkin et al. 	 B
19Q1: eosccw)	 (39748 records)
2080 - A Catalogue of Homogeneous Fhotometty of Bright Stars 	 A P T
on the DDC System (McClure and rorrester 1981, Publ.
Ccminion Ast.rophys. Obs_ 15, 439)	 12196 Stars)
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II.	 PHOYCEETRIC CATA:
2081 - Faint Blue Obects at High Galactic Latitude Cat. of
	 A	 T
Objects in SA	 29 57 Warnock and Usher 1482 ACC
Bull. 1, No. 3 6 to to published) 	 12363 recordsf
2082 - Catilgg of Galactic 0-Ty pa Stars fGarmany, Conti and	 A	 T
Chiosi 1982, Astiophys. J. 263, 777)
17E8 records)
2083 - OAC 2 Ultraviolet Filter Photometry fox 531 Stars (Code, A F THolm, Bottemiller 1980, Ap.J. SupFl. 43, 501)(5-'7 1 records)
2084 - 13-Color Fhote metry of 1380 Eright Stars 1Johnson and
	
A F T
Mitchell 1975, Rev. Mex. Astron., Astrof. T, 299)
(format of spectLal types modified and updated atADC, 1981) ( 1380 records)
2085 - Absolute Calibration of Stellar Spectrcphotcmetry
	
A	 TH.L. Johnson 1980, Bev. Ilex. Astron. AEtrof. 5, 25)
16 stars, 182 records)
2086 - Su l pplesent to the Ultraviolet Erigbt Star SFectro- 	 E
V
otometric Catalogue (Macau - Hercot, D., Jamar C.,
nfils A	 Thompson L. , Houziaux, L. and wilson, R.
i1578, HA fi -28)	 1439 records)
2901 - Stroagren-Ferry uvby Colors (unputlished 1965) (SP)	 A G T(1217 records)
2905 - Interim Equatorial Infrared Catalogue EZC 1 	 A	 T((S veeney, ee^nsheimer ates Maran Les j1I y 1 78llerospace Feport TR-0078 ( 3409-20f -1) (896 records)
2907 - Interim Equatorial Infrared Catalogue EIC 2)	 C
1
Sweeney,Feinsheimer , Yates , Maran,Lesb , ^agy 1979)
1278 records)
2909 - UBORIJKL Photometry of Bright Stars (Johnson et al.)
	
B
(fcrz2rly 2007; superseded by present 2007)
2910 - ?hctoelectric Catalogue: Magnitudes and Colors of Stars 	 E
in the UBT and UCBV Systems (Blanco et al. 1968)
2914 - Ultraviolet Star Catalogue (prepared at University 	 A F
College London see Carnochan 1979, CCS Bull. 17, 78)
jccntains 7D1-2 /68 Ultraviolet Flutes with other tasic
information added: MK UEV uvty,v sin i, etc.)
1167 description + 31190 Sata records)
2915 - Catalogue of uvt -Bgta Dat for a Ma cf the Local 	 B
Interstellar Red^ening wit in 300 Parsecs ( Ferry andJcbnston 1982, Ap.J. Suppl. 50, 451) 13558 records)
2919 - Catalogue of Intrinsic
violet Carnocban 1902,1139)	 1209 description
2920 - Catalogue of Galactic 0
Craz, Costero Peimtert
Me x. Astron. istWf. 1,(6(4 stars)
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Colours of Starf in the Ultra- 	 A
CDS Bull. 22, 75 • MKEAS 201,
+ 671 data records)
Stars (Cruz-Gonzalez 9ecillas-
	
D
21d Torres- Peimbert 1974, Bev.
STATUS REPCET ON MACHINE-FEACAELF ASTRONOMICAL CATALOGUES
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II.	 PHO'ICCETRIC DATA:
2921 - Revised 5201 Catalog of Far-Ultraviolet Objects ((T.L. 	 A
Page, 
A
G.R. Carruthers and H.M. Heckatborn 1982, NBL
FeFort W)
2922 - Vilnius Phctoelectric Catalogue (Z. Zdanavicius, E.	 CJodiaskiene
I
A. Kazlauskas, V. Straizys and A.
Eartkevicius 1983, Vilnius Astronomical Observatory)
STATUS REPCRT ON MACHINE-REACAPLE ASTRONOMICAL CATALCGUES
28 MAY 1983
III.	 SPECTFCSCOPIC EATA:
3801 - Henrp Draper ^atalggue and Extension IHD) 	 D M
1
Cannon and Pickering 1918-1936 Harv. Ann. 91-100)
225300 • 46872 records, 1 filet
3002 - Preliminar General Catalogue of Early-Type Emission 	 B
Stars (Berliau and McCarthy 1969, Ric. Astron. 7, 523)13 216 records)
3003 - Revised Catalogque of Stellar Rotational Velocities 	 B
Oesugi 1979, U. Tok c) (6253 records)
see 3063 for update
3703 - Catalogue of Rotaticnal velocities of the Stars (UPBV)	 A h T
fl!Uesuggi and Pukuda 1970 Contrib. Iost. Astropphyys. Kwasan- Kyoto 33, 205) (3941 records) (superseded by 3003)
3004 - Bitliographp of Stellar Radial Velocities 	 B R
1
Att and Biggs 1572 Kitt Peak National Obs., Tucson)
44133 records) Ireormatted at CDS, Strasbourg)
3804 - Eikliograpby of Stellar Radial Velocities 	 C
!
At t and Biggs 1572, Kitt Peak National Obs., Tucson)
44133 records) (original KENO format)
3005 - Catalogue of Paint CB Stars tetween Carina and Centaurus C(Lynga 1968, Redd. tand, Ser. I, No. 238) ( 285 records)
3006 - Studies of the Milky Way from Centaurus to Norma III. C
OE Stars	 ILynga	 1964,	 M edd.	 Lund,	 Ser.	 II,	 No.	 141)
1464	 records)
3007 - A survey of	 Paint OE Stars in Carina C(Graha• and Lynga	 1S65,	 Item.	 mt.	 Stromlo Obs.	 18)
4`4 records)
3008 - Luminous Stars	 in the Soutbern Milk?	 Way	 (LSS
b
B
((Stephenson and Sanduleak 	 1971,	 Publ.	 Waraer Swasey
E.
	
1,	 No.	 1)	 15132	 records)
3009 - P8-G2 Stars in a North Galactic Pcle Re ion C(UFgren	 1563,	 AJ	 68.	 194)	 (1127	 records
3010 - G5 and Later Stars in a North Galactic Pole Region E
(Upgren	 1962,	 AJ 67,	 37)	 (4027 records)
3011 -	 P2 and Earlier Stars in S.A.	 28	 54,	 106,	 107Staron	 1969,	 Ap. J.	 157,	 327) C(U Fgren and	 1454	 records)
3012 -	 P5 and Later	 Stars	 n S.A.	 28,	 54,	 106	 107
Staron	 1970,	 Ap.J.
	
SuFpl.
	
i9,	 367)
C
Upgren and
2068 records)
3013
- sso195Z/1956t1959ues	 1950.Q	 (0 ssotsky et al.	 1943
1	 46 8 	 p	 J	 977,	 391;	 104,	 234;	 116,	 117;
B
Ai	 61,	 205;	 63,	 211f	 (915	 records)
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III.	 SPECTFOSCOPIC DATA:
3714 - A Finding List of Stars F2 and Earlier in a North 	 A	 T
Galactic Ecle Region ISlettebak and Stock 1959,Hamburger Sternwarte 5, No. 51
(365 BD + 236 non-BC + 135 notes records)
3015 - Luminous Stars in the Nortbern Milkyy Way (LSN) 	 B R
1
Hardorp et al. 1959- 1965, Hamburg-eergedorf, Vol. I-VI)
7389 records) (improved version under 3076)
3016 - Seventh Catalogue of the Orbital Elements of 	 BSEfctrosco is Binary Systems fBAT7)
(Batten	 etcher and Bann 1978 Eutl Dom. Astropbys.
bf. 15,, 
F
 121) (978 Systems, 4884 + M2 records)
3817 - Ca Valggue of Early-Type Stars Whose Spectra Have Shovn 	 A	 TEmission Lines ( Wackerling 1570, Me n . BAS 73, 153) (MEL)
(10652 reccrds)
3818 - Catalogue of Stellar Spectra Classified in the 	 A G T
nor an-Keenan System C Jaschek,Conde,de Sierra 1964,Putl. La Elata Cbs. ) ^2b849 records)
3019 - MK Classification Extension [Kennedy 1978, at. Stromlo 	 B F
Obf. )(30551 data + 351 ref. records)
(superseded by 3062)
3021 - General Catalogue of Stellar Radial Velocities IWRV)	 A G T
!
Wilson 19 _` 3 Carnegie Imst. Washingtca Publ. 601)
15106 reccrds)
3022 - Rotatioa of Evolving A and F Stars 	 B(Danziger and Faber 1972, ASA 18, 428) (580 records)
3023 - MK Classification fcr OP Stars (Lesb 1968, Ap.J.	 B
Sutpl. 17, 371) 145E records)
3025 - Abundances of Sodium, Magnesium and Calcium in K-Tyyppe 	 EGiant Stars. Table I (Peat and Pemberton 1968, MNR115
140, 21) 1 311 records)
r	 3026 - A undances of Sodium	 Magnesium and Calcium in K-TyyppeGiant Stars. Table I^	 (Peat and Pemberton 	 Awes C1968,
140,	 21)	 1E5	 records)
3027 - Scanner Atundance Studies II.	 Late G and K	 Cwarfs in the C
Solar Neighborhood	 Table 5:	 Rav Data(Tailor	 1970,22,	 117)	 283 S ars)Ap.J.	 Suppl.	 1 849	 records,
3028 - Sc^nner Abundance Studigs II. 	 Late G and K	 earfs in the B
5 • Blocking Fractionso ar Neighborhood, Table(Taylor	 1970,	 Ap . J.	 Suppl.	 22,	 177)	 1 309 records)
3829 - A Catalogue of H Gamma Measures of H.	 1. Petrie	 ( HGANNA) it	 G
Cram ton	 Leir and Younger 1973,	 Putl. Dom.	 Astrcpbys.Qbs.	 R4,	 351) (1171	 records)
3730 - A Catalogue of Stellar Rotational 7 elocitiea A G T1Pernacca and Perinct o 1970-1973, Contrib. Oss.	 Asiago
o.	 239,	 250,	 294)	 13099	 records)
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III.	 SPECTFOSCOPIC DATA:
3831 - Michigg an Catalogue of 2- Dimensional Spetral T Y es for	 A	 T
the BD Stars, Vol. 1 IZones -89 0 to -52 0)  (MHDI^
1
Heuk and A. Cowley 1975, U. Michigan)36382 data + 4636 notes records)
3032 - Determination of (Fe/H Values ( Morel et al. 1975, IAU
	
E
Symp. 72) 1 896 records) (superseded by 111/; '4/)
3033 - A Spectral Survey of th Southern Milky Way I
	 B(Sundaan, Loden and Nor3stros 1974, At Suppl. 16, 445)(2551 records)
3034 - A Spectral Survey of the Southern milk yy flay II
	
B(Pcrdstro n 1975, ASA Suppl. 21, 193) ( 562 records)
3035 - A Sppectral Survey of the Southern Milk fiat III
	
B
l
LC en, L. 0. et al. 1976, AEA Suppl. 33, 263)
about 10000 records)
3736 - A General Catalogue of Cool Carbon Stars 	 A	 T(Stepphenson 1973, Publ. Warner 6 Swasey Obs. 1, No. 4)(3219 records)
3037 - Thg Merrill -Burwell Catalogges of Star: Exhibiting
	
E
Bright Hidrogen Lines (!Merrill and Burrell 1933t"7948,
1949
	
1950, 11 J. 78, 87; 98, 153; 110, 387; 111, 72)
11601 records.
3038 - Bitliographic Catalog of Radial Velocities ( Bartier	 B RMarseilles Obs. ) (Supplement to 3004) 17173 records
3739 - Ultraviolet Brigbt Star Spectro hctcietric Catalogue 	 A	 T
(Jamar et al. 1976, ESA SR-27) 81356 entries)
3040 - A Uniform Fdition of the Stockholm Southern Eilky Nay 	 C
Survey (contains catalogs 3033 , 3034,3035)(Andersen 1977, ASA Suppl. 29, 257)
3041 - Identification List of Lines in Stellar Spectra 	 B
A
Pinding List frce Moore 1959, JIBS Tech. Note 36 "A
ultiplet Table of Astrophysical Interest" tape version
by L. Gratton and F. Querci 1 14634 recordsl
3042 - Catalogue of Selected Spectral TjFes in the MR System	 A F
1
M. Jaschek 1978 CDS Bull. 15, 121) (MRS)
30361 data + 109 ref. records)
3043 - Catalogue of Luminous Stars in the Southern Milky Way 	 B
(Stephenson and Sanduleak 1171, Publ Warner 6 Swasey
bf. 1 No. 1 • u pdated vers on of 30b8 ky Bischoff1578, LA DS Eul^. 14, 15) (5132 records)
3044 - An Alas of Stellar Spectra 	 C(Jchnson 1977, Rev. Hex. Astron. Astr_of. 2, 71)
3045 - Infrared Spectra for 32 Stars	 C
(Jchnson and Mendez 1970, Ai 75, 785)
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III.	 SPECTFOSCOPIC DATA:
3046 - Catalogue of Ap and An Starf (Bertaud and Floguet 1974, 	 B
AGA Suppl. 16, 71; Eidelman and MacConnell 1973, AJ 78
2747 - Catalogue of Stellar Radial Velo ities 	 B R
S
Evans 1967 IAU Synp. 30, 57) j^ - 20 hours RA only)
7E23 reccrds)
3848 - SpEctrophotometric Scans (BS P) 	 A	 T(Ereger 1976, Ap.J. Suppl. 32, 7) 1937 records)
3049 - White Dwarfs (Luyten 1970 Univ. of Minnesota Press)	 A	 T
,prepared ty G. share, selected data only) 13035 records)
ccmplete data contained in 3905 te1ow)
3050 - Southern Milky Wa Spectral Survey for Stars Earlier 	 C
than A5 (Geyer 1^ 0 IAU Syap. 50, E2) 130810 records)
3851 - Michigan Catalogue cf 2-Dimensional S eLtral Types for 	 A	 T
the HD Stars Vol. 2 (Zones -52 0 to -Oo)(Hcuk 1978, b. Michigan) 1 30400 + 4950 records)
3052 - MK Spectral Classifications, 3rd General Catalogue 	 E(Euscombe 1977, Northwestern Univ.) ( 36339 + 177 records)
3053 - Catalog of Stars Classified from the Ultraviolet Line	 E
Features of the 52/68 Ezpperiient Cuccbiaro Jaschek
and Jascbek 1979, CCs Eull.	 7, 9^) (1908 stars)	 t
3054 - A Catalog of (Fe/HJ Determinations (Cayrel de Strobel	 B
et al. 1980, ^SA Supppl. 41 405) ( superseded by 3061)
1628 stars, 1109 determinations
3055 - 6adial Velocities in Open Clusters ( Mermilliod, J.C.	 E
1979, CDs Pull. 16, 2)
3056 - Second Catalog of An Stars with Known Spectral Zypes 	 E(Ctrchod and P,auck 1979 ASA Suppl. 38, 449)
E(7 data, 667 cross inAez, 67 ref ieccrds)
3057 - Catalo g of Physical Patametei of Spectroscopic Binar 	 B
Stars jKraicheva Popova , Tutukov and Tungelson 1980, C^S
Eull. 1 9, 71) 1936 records)
?058 - A Catalogque of Chemical Elements Identified in Peculiar	 E
Stellar Spectra (Levato , Hernandez 1979, CDS Bull. 16, 93)
141 + 1756 + 562 records)
3059 - A Catalogue and Biblicgraphy of An - Hg Stars ( Schneider	 B
1981, CDS Bull. 20, 113)	 (127 stars, 1851 records)
3060 - General Catalogue of S Stars (SS) 	 A	 T
Stephenscn 1976, 2ubl. Harne y S Swasey Obs. 2, No. 2)
741 records)
3061 - A Catalog of [ Pe . 5 ] Determinations (Cayrel de Strobel,	 E
°eatolila Hauck, ov 1981 A S A Surpi. 45, 97)y
Mdate of 3054 to 1981.01
98 determinations, 703 stars)
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III.	 SPECTFOSCOPIC DATA:
3062 - MK Classification Extension (Kennedy 1981 ht. Stromlo
!	 Obs. )	 (supersedes 3019) (32540 data + 35b ref reccrds)
3063 - Revised Catalogue of Stellar Botational Velccities
lUEsugi a 
 
d Fukuda 1982, Department of Astronomy,ycto University) ( supersedes 3003)
3064 - Catalog of Blue Objects at High Galactic Latitudes
yEEtr23 . and F39ngant 1977, 1580, A E A Suppl.4. 1	 . 3
	 )
3065 - Catalogue des Binaires SpectroscoFigues aver OrtitEs
M
doussant Bourdoncle, Capdeville 1979; CDS Bull.21) 1711 records)
3066	 Catalog of Revised MK Types for G-M Stars (Keenan and
Fitts 1980, Ap.J. Suppl. 42, 541) 1552 records)
3067 - Catalogg of Be Stars M. Jaschek and Egret 1981, IAU	 B
Sysp. 98, in press) {1159 Stars)
3068 - A List of Early-Typa Chemically Peculiar Stars (Egret 	 E
and C. Jaschek 1581, Comptes Bendus SysF. Liege)
(3710 stars, 4896 records)
3069 - A Catalogue of Stellar S ectrophotosetric Data E
!
Ardebery	 and	 Virdefors	 1980	 11 6 A	 SuFpl.	 40^	 307)
3048format follows	 Ereger Cat.	 and Extends it)
1356 stars,	 378	 reccrds)
3070 - ibite	 Dwarfs	 1	 2	 (LNCC) A	 TLuyten	 1S70,1§77	 U.	 of	 Minnesota	 Press	 Minnea p olis)
p
e ared	 at ..DC/6 SFC 	 1578, complete combined data)
4^ data + 548 remarks records)
3071 - Catalogue,	 Spectrum and magnitudeData Bant of 	 Ee,	 Bp A	 F
and
	
Bpe Stars	 (Page,	 A.A.	 11	
8
3072 - Catalogue of Spectral and Lusinosity Classes of 	 10396 B
Sta s in	 Kapteyn Arfas NN	 2 -	 43	 JBarta a,	 R. A.	 1979,
Buff.	 Abastumani	 Astrophys.	 Gus.	 No.	 511
(10396 +	 97	 records)
3073 - Cool Carbon Stars Feund with the	 Ealdcne Schmidt Tele- R
scope	 (Alksne,	 Z.	 and AlksniE	 A.	 1980,	 Radicastrophys.
HE. ,Latvian	 Acad.	 Sci,	 Rigaj(31	 +	 219	 +	 33	 rEr,-ocds)
3071 - Faint Blue Stars in the 	 Region near the South Galactic E
Pole	 (Haro and Luyten	 1562,	 Bol.	 tonantzintla	 y
Tacubaya	 22,	 J7)	 (E146	 stars)
3075 - MK Classifications fcr HD Stars in the 	 250 <	 Dec <	 30 0 B
Zcre	 ( Jense n ,	 K. S.	 ISO	 Astron.	 Astrcphys.	 Suppl. ,
sutmitted)	 (1003	 records)
3076 - Lusinous Stars in the Northern AilkyY Nay (LSN) 	 A R T
1
Hardorp et al. 1959-1965, Hamburg-Bergedorf, Vol. I-VI)
7389 records)
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III.	 SPECTFOSCOPIC DATA:
3077 - A (atalogq of 0.2-A Rescluticn Pat-Ultraviolet Stellar 	 A	 T
Spectra Measured with Coternicus 1Snor and Jenkins 1977,
Ap.J. Suppl. 33, 269) 16D stars, 9060 records)
3078 - MK Classification Extension Morris-Kennedy 1983) Mt. 	 PStioalo Ot_. (supersedes 1062) (36000 data + 450
reference records)
3901 - Rotational Velocities (BKRV) (Boparchuk and Kopylov	 A G T
19(4, Publ. Crimean AstroFhys. Obs. 31 44) (tape
Fr^ppared by Nagy and Sawyer 1979, ACC/GSEC)
12 59 records)
3904 - Sixth Cataloue of G " lactic Wolf -FayEt Stars	 A	 11fan der Huc9t et al. 1981, Space Science Rev. 28, 227)
159 + 45 data, 143 Lemarks/reference records)
3908 - Sixth Catalogue cf the Orbital Elements of	 ASpectroscopic Binary S^rstevs (( Batten 1967, Fubl. Dom.
Astrophys. Obs. 13, 119) (BAT6) 1737 records)
3909 - MK Classification Extension lKennedy 1976, Mt. Stromlo 	 A MOLE. ) 127201 + 301 records) ,superseded by 3019)
3910 - Catalog of Tar-Ultraviolet CFjective-Frism Spectro- 	 C
Phctometry: Skylab fxFeriment S-019 Ultraviolet Stellar
Astrono n p ^Henize,• Wray, Parsons and Penedict 1979, HISA
Bef. Pub. 1031)
3 9 11 - MK Spectral Classifications, 4th General Catalogue 	 B(Etscombe 1980, Northwestern Univ.) ( 18540 records)
3913 - Cizcoveries on Southern, Bed-Sensitive Objective-Prism 	 C
Plates III: New Stars Having H-A1 ha in Emission
.
Catalogue of 771 newly discovered emission stars,
acConnell 1980)
3917 - MK Spectral Classifications, 5th General Catalogue 	 B
(Puscombe 1980, Northwestern Univ.) 1 20000 records)
E3922 - Stellar Spectrophot(metric Atlas 3130 - 10800 A (Gunn 	 A	 T
and Stryker 1983, Astrophys. J. SupFl., submitted)
3923 - Michi an Catalogue cf 2-Dimersional 5 ectral Types for 	 A	 Tthe HD Stars Vol. 3 (Zones -40 c to -160)(Hcuk 1982, b. Michigan) 1 30314 + 4837 records)
i
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IN
IV.	 CROSS IDENTIFICATIONS:
4001 - A Compilation of Trgnsjt Tables for :;tar NuIberings inCpen Clusters ( Herailliod 1979, A&A Suppl. 36, 163)(data for r-0 open clueters, 50 files)
4002 - catalogue of HD, HDE apdd QH Idg tifications for Sta s
in Open Clusters ( Meraillrod 1996, A&A Suppl. 26, 4^9)(7196 records)
4003 - General Cataloggue of Stellar Identifications (CSI))
!Jong and Eiscboff 1977, see CDSBull 4, 27 and IAU
Colloq 35 31) (binary packed) (4308'24 records)
(..ee 009 for update:! version)
47G3 - CSI EBCDIC, 143-tyte records, comFletell un acked with
some flags missing 1430824 records) ( charac er version
of 4003 prepared at GSFC • see 4 0 09 fcr updated verson)
(character version of 403 prepared at GSFC)
4004 - Table of Corresppondences SAC/HC/Dd/GC (Morin 1973, Obs.
de Heudon) (25897 records) (superseded by 4931)
4005 - Tatle of Correspondences Ec/Cr/CPCpacked tinary)(Jung and Bischoff 1571, CDS Bull. 4, 7) ( 96806 records)
4705 - Table of Correspondences Er/CC /CPC (character version
of 4005 unpacked at GSFC 1 96806 records)
4006 - Catalogue of Correspondencef CSI/ADS/IDS
W
n9y Bischoff and Ochsenbein 1973, CDS Bull. 4, 27)
13 records)
4007 - Table of Correspondences Giclas/ Er iMermilliod unpub)
43 6rthern bj
mispEere only) 11727 correspondences,
4008 - Cress- Identifications of HDE Stars (ICEE
^
Ecnnet 1576 CDS Bull. 14, 114; 15, 115;
4E781 + 47 46 records)
4009 - Catalogue of Stellar Identifications, Edition X9.'9
j
Cchsenbein, Bischoff and Egret 1979 see CDS Bull. 17,
^ tbinary or character fori mat 434;2E Gbjec:s)
(4..4 928 tinary records or 4-188 character records)
4010 - Tatie of Correspondences HC-SAC - GCCcbsenbein, F.)
Cross Inde x
 prepared from CSI 4009 133342 records)
4011 - Correspondences CD / CPD, Zones - 18 0 tc -390(Ecnnet, G.) (.170541 records)
4901 - HD-DM ( Mead unpublished)
4902 - rd-HD ( dead unpublished)
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25 M)" 1933
IV,	 CjROSS IDENTIFICATIONS:
4903 - HD-YBS	 ( Nagy	 unpublished)	 ( 91,91	 records) A T
'4904	 - YBS-HD	 ( stagy	 unpublished)	 1 9110	 records) A T
4905	 - General Catalogque of 	 Variable Stars	 2nd Ed.:	 Table	 1	 -
Note-,clature	 (GCVS 113078	 records)
A G T
-TI)
4906	 - General Cataiogue of 	 Variable Stars,	 2nd Ed.:	 Table 6	 - A	 M T
Correspondences	 ED/CC/CPU	 (GCVS-To)	 (5'80	 records;
4907	 - Goddard C-css Inde x 	 ( Nagy and	 Mead unpublished) D
4908
	 - HC-DM-ADS- IDS-RA	 for	 HD	 Star:	 (Nagy	 and !lead	 unp fib.) D
4909	 - HD-SAO-DM -GC Cross Index	 ( Nagy and Mead	 1978,	 NASA A	 F T
TM	 79564)	 (180411	 records)
4911	 - CSI Sorted by Spectral Tyy a and M y Erightest to A
Faintest	 (Fre arEd at GS	 save	 versicn as 4703)
1 1 30824	 recor	 s)
4912
	 - CSI
	
Sorted	 b	 Spectral Type and Mb Eri htest	 to
Faintest	 (prepar- ed at	 save	 versicn as AGSFC,	 14703)
1430824	 records)
c a
4913 - CSI	 EBCDIC,	 80-Byte	 records,	 all	 flags in	 1	 32 - bit word A
versicn of 4703	 piepared at GSFC)
4
character
1
430824	 records)
4914 - AGY3-BD	 (Warren	 1978,	 CDS	 Bull.	 15,	 116) A T
11P3145	 records)
1
4915 - ED-AGk3	 dun-BD	 Stars omitted	 (Warren	 1978,	 CDS Bull. A T
15,	 116)
	
1179438
	 records)
4916 - General Catalogue off	 Variable	 Stars,	 dd Ed.:	 Table 4 - A T
Flamsteed	 Correspondences	 (GC.S-T4)	 (^5 records)
4917 - General Catalogue of Variable Stars 	 2nd ed.: Table 2	 -
(GCVS;356	 records)
A T
Bayer Correspondences	 -T2)
4318 - General Catalogue of	 Variable Stars	 2nd Ed.:	 Table	 -
ES-HR Correspondences 	 (GCVS-T5)	 1 96S records)
A
t
T
4919
'
- General Catalogue of Variable Stars	 2nd Ed.:	 Table	 12 -
9ofs Correspondences	 (SCVS-T 12)
	 (374	 records) A T
4920 - General Catalogue of 	 Variable	 Stars	 `.:d Pd.:	 Table	 13	 -
Innes	 ( GCVS-11 2 1	 (118	 ,.:cords) A T"orrespondences
11921 -	 General Catalogue of 	 Variable Stars, 	 id Ed.:	 Table	 14 - A T
-T14)	 0Bamberg Correspondences	 (GCVS; 1 	 records;
4912 - General Catalogue o f	 Variable Star	 2nd Ed.:	 Tables	 15-
- 16 Oklahoma	 Bcicgna	 E)	 Vat i can	 Tokyo A T( CR) ,	 ( v	 jvv)	 (YY^
observatory Correspondences	 -T 151	 0 5( 6CT	 )	 records
2G3
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IV.	 CROSS IDENTIFICATIONS:
4923 - General Catalogue of Variable Stars 2nd Ed.: Table 10 - A
	 T
Sonneberg Correspondences (GCVS- T10f 11954 records)
4924 - General Catalogue of Variable Stars 2nd Ed.: Table 7 -	 A	 r
Henry Draper Correspondence: (GCVS - 17) 13464 records)
4925 - General Catalogue of Variable Stars, 2nd Ed.: Table 21 - A
	 T
Catalogue of Suspected Variables Correspondences(GCVS-421) 1809 records)
4926 - General Catalogue of Variable Stars, 2nd Ed.: Table 8 - A	 T
Astronomische eachrlchten (AN) Correspondences(GCVS-T8) 19218 records)
4927 - General Catalogue of Variable Stars, 2nd Ed.: Table 9 - A 	 T
Harvard Variable (BV) Correspondences(GCVS-T9)	 (8625 records)
4928 - General Catalogue of Variable Stars 2nd Ed.: Table 11 - A 	 T
SVS tVariatle Discovered in USSR) Correspondences(GCVS-T11)	 ( 22C reccrds)
4929 - General Catalogue of Variable Stars, 	 2nd Ed.:	 Table 20 - A	 T
Era9er	 (PI Correspcndences(GCVS - T20)	 (5829	 records)
4930 - General Catalogue of Variable Stars,	 2nd Ed.:	 Table	 19 - A	 T
ginner	 (Z^ Correvcndences(GCVS - T	 9)	 (2191	 records)
4931 - SAC-HD-De-GC Cross Index	 (Aztrcnosical Data Center
	
1983) A
(2`8997 records) 	 (supersedes	 4004)
4932 - Dearborn Catalogue	 - HD Cross Index	 (Nagy,	 T.A.	 1983, A	 J
ACC Bull.	 1,	 226)	 15164	 records)
4933 - HD - Dearborn Catalogue Cross 	 Index	 ( Magi,	 Z . A.	 1983, A
ACC Bull.	 1,	 226)	 (5764	 records)
4934 - Trc-Micron Sky Survey - Dearborn Catalogue Cross Index A
IGiasdalen,	 G.L.	 and Gaustad,	 J. E.	 1971, Astron.	 J.	 76,
231
125 3 records by IRC • 2573 records	 ty DO) i
4935 - CSI Sorted by Mb Br.igbtest to Faintest	 (prepared at A
GSFC,	 same version	 as 4703)	 (430624 records)
4936 - CSI Sorted by Right Ascension 	 (ascendingg	 and Decli-
nation	 (north to south)	 (prepared at GSP^,	 same version
A
as 4703)	 1430824 recordsg
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V.	 COMBINFD DATA:
5701 - Catalogue of Nearby Stars (GL) (Gliese 1969, Veroff.	 A	 TAstron. Rechen -Inst. HeideIterg, No. 22)
(IE89 records)
5801 - Catalogue of Nearb Stars (GL) (Gliese 1969 Veroff.	 A	 T
Astron. Recben- Ins . HeideIterg, No. 22 ( 190 records)
(:elected data by G. Share / NFL: IC , BA,C C,X-Ray
irtensity , comments)
5802 - jHcffleit11164,oYalelUniv. Stars, 3rd 3 19110^recoras)	 A	 T
5003 - rata for EK4/FK4 Surp. Star= ( florin 1973, CCS Bull. 4,	 B
4) 13522 records)
5004 - Catalogue of Stars within 25 Parsecs cf the Sun 	 e
1
Ncolley et al. 1979 Boyal obq. Ann. 5) J2150 records)
improved version vaih corrections under 032)
5005 - Colours, luminosities and Motions of the Nearer Giants 	 C
of Tyypes K and M (Eggen 1966, Royal Obs. Bull. No. 125)(10ne records)
5006 - Kirematic Studies of Earl yy Type Stars Tables 1 and 2
d	B(Rubin and Burley 1962 AJ 67, 491) 1140 + 898 recors)
(superseded by 5031 below)
500'i - Sppace Velocities of G and K Giants (Tatles 2 and 5) 	 C
1Ycss and T. E. Lutz 1971, Men. RAS 75, 21)
,1E1 + 631 records)
5008 - Space velocity Catalogue	 C(Eggen 1962, Royal Obs. Bull. No. 51) 13483 records)
5009 - New Kinematic Data for Brigbr Southern OB Stars 	 C
Tatle 2: Kinematic Data (Lesb 1972, AaA Suppl. 5, 129)
(440 entries)
5010 - Ner Kinematic Data for Bright Southern OB Stars 	 B
Tale 4: Combined Proper Motions (Lesb 1972, AEA Suppl.
5, 129) (456 records)
5011 - Catalogue of High Velocity Stars (Eggen 1964-65, Royal 	 BCb:. Bull. No. 84) 1 656 reccrds)
5012 - Catalogue of Reduced uvby, Beta Photcnetryy 	 B
``Phili	 Miller and Relyea 1576, Dudley Obs. Report No.T2) J iM3 records)
5013 - Probable Members of the Small Magellanic Cloud (Yew 	 C
Version, updated Oct 1978
(
Azzop ,,rdi and Viynedu 19 5, AEA Suppl. 22, 285
remarks not available in machine -readable form;
1524 members + 124 foreground stars)
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V.	 COMBINED DATA:
5014 - uvty Estimated Astrophysical Parameters
	 B R
(Philip and Egret 1980, AEA Suppl. 40, 199)(9604 reccrds
5015 - SAC and Supplementar^r Data (Ccbsenbein 1980 CGS Bull. 	 E
19, 74) ( 223564 + EE.,44 data, 187594 cross Index records)
5017 - SuFergiant Stars ( Egret 1980, CDS Bull. 18, 22)	 B
(5073 stars)
5018 - Catalog of Late-7 ppe Stars with CB BHO or Sin Maser
	
B
Emission (Engles 979, ASA Suppl. 56, 337)
11372 records)
5019 - Catalog of Masses and Ayes cf Stars in 68 Open Clusters 	 B
(Piskunov 1980, CDS Bull. 1S, 67) (10392 records)
5021 - stellar Catalog for Attitude Determination in Space, 	 C
Version II.I (Stein 1980, NSWC, Dahlgren, VA)
143099 Stars)
5822 - Catalog of IUE Otservations (IUE RASA/ESA Observatories) A F
(April 3, 1978 - November 30, 1980) (superseded by 5829)
5023 - A Catalogue of Four-Colour Pbotometric Bone: (Philip, 	 F
A. f. Q. and Egret, D. 1982, Astron. Astrophys. Suppl. ,
su nitted)
5024 - Catalogue of Genera Photometric Boxes (Bicolet, B. 1982, B
Astron. Astrophys. SuFF1. 48, 485)
(35 description + 79732 data records)
5825 - The Bright Star Catalogue, 4th Revised Ed. (YBS4)	 A	 T
Hoffleit 1982 Yale Universityy Oredata + 5t contents + 797U remarks records)
5026 - CSI Catalogue with Selected Cata OchEEnbein, F. 1982)
	
B((contains identification ( DM), BA ^1950 ) DEC,1 b,M(v)
I	 spectral type, UBV, proper notions, raAial vei.)(J3r4a23 records)
5027 - Proper Motions and UBV Photcmetryy of Stars in the Fe ion E
of the h and x Persei Clusters (lluminov; M. 1980, As ron.
InEt. Acad, Sci. UZB.SSR, Tashkent, unpublished)
(3086 + 1055 + 1386 reccrds)
5028 - Proper Motions and UBV PhotcmetrY of Stars in the Begion B
of Open Clusters WGC 7788 NGC 7790, Berkeley 58 and
Ancnynous (Frolov, V.M. 1§80, Fulkovo Obs., unpublished)(2169 records)	 4
5829 - Catalog of IUE Otservations •IUE NASA/ESA Observatories) A F
ls
AF ril 3	 1978 - March 31, 182) ( 288 61 records)
bperseaes 5822)
5030 - Catalog of Space velocity Vectors of 2595 B and A Stars 	 B
P
lous, J. 1982, Bull. Inform. CDS 23, 96)
99 records)
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V,	 COMBINED DATA:
5031 - Kinematic Studies of Early-I aStars (Tables 1 and 2)	 A	 T
Rubin et al, 1962, AJ 67 4$R ) 11440 + 898 records)
asupersedes nd replaces X006 ►
1032 - Catalogue of Stars Within 25 Parsecs of the Sun	 A	 TJWcolley et al. 1970, Royal Cbs. Ann. 5) (2150 records)
5033 - CDC and Mg Photometry obtained at Kitt Peak National, 	 B
Cerro Tolblo Inter- Amgrican, and Prairie Observatories:
Average values individual observations, radial veloci-
ties of NGE an& SGP stars.(8e1 + 289s + 303 records)
tft-^'
5902 - Yale Bright Star Catalogue comtined with Boss General A M
Catalogue	 Cata	 ( Nagy	 1979)	 ( 9110	 ceccrds)
5903 - SKYMAP Catalogue of 248727 Stars,	 Version 3.0 A P Tfe^;t 1 97b8) and McLaughlin	 19e0,	 see AF. J.	 Suppl.	 38,
5904 - Combined Star Catalogue	 (Ewald	 1979) B	 P
5906	 - SKYMAP Cataogue of	 248624 Stars,	 version	 3.1	 (IBM	 360 B
tinarY vers on	 (McLaughlin	 1981,	 see	 AF.J.	 Suppl.	 38,t 
6	 42e7,	 1978) (24iecords)
5908 - Combined List of Astronomical Sources,	 Version	 1.0 A	 T
b
ccncatenation of 2e11, 	 2068,
	
2056;	 Nag?
	
Hill and1982,	 Systems E	 App1.	 Sci.	 Corp.	 SS^-T-5069-0123-82)ead(66787 records)	 (character coded version)
5909 - Combined List of Astronomical Sources, 	 Version	 1.0 A	 T
f J
concatenation of 2811, 	 2068,	 2056;	 Nan, 
Hill and158 -821982,	 Systems S	 Appl.	 Sri.	 Corp.	 55Sead	 )4 (66787	 records)	 (binary version)
5910 - Tr - micron Sky Survey; Nearest SAO Star and Locations
Fal
S
omar Sky Surve	 Frints	 ( Nagy,	 Hill	 and Mead	 1983,
A
NASA TM,	 i f press
16F17 entries,	 56 2 objects)
STATUS REECET ON MACHINE-REACAELF ASTRONOMICAL CATALCGUES
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VI.	 MISCELIANECUS:
6001	 - Catalogue of Photometric SequenFes and Suppl. B
(Argue,	 Bok and	 Miller	 1973, Univ.	 Arizona	 Mineographs)
(643 records	 473	 uSe	 ences,	 9 glctular-cluster126ccmparison stars,	 references)
6002 - Eitliograpbical	 Star	 Index	 ( 1950-751	 ,BSI)
Ochsenbein
E	 R
(SEite	 KiEchner	 Lahmak and
8,	 891	 86000(about	 stars,	 about 11000
1980,	 CDS Bull.
titles)
(tape is packed IBM binary format)
6005 - Sensitivity Functions of Photometric SyYstems E
ANC Mermillicd	 1976,	 CD5 Hull.
	
10,	 28)
1
Hauck
6C7 records,	 30 tatles)
,^. 6008 -	 Eilliographical Catalogue of Field EE	 14rae Stars E R
Heck and Lakaye	 1977,	 AEA	 SupFl.	 30,	 397)
07	 records)
6009 -	 Eitlioyraphical	 Index for Planetary Netulae for E R
19(5-1976jAcker,Marcou t,
	
and Ochsenbein 1977,	 A&A
SuFpl.	 30,	 217)
6010 -	 A Table of Semiempirical
	
f Values E
Kurucz and Peytrema,.n	 1975,	 SAO	 Spec.	 Report No.	 362)12E5600 records)
ffr
4 6011 -	 Finding List for Multiplet Table of NSFCS-BPS	 3, A
Sections	 1-7	 (Adelman	 Adelman and Fischel	 1977,	 NASA/
GSFC	 A-685-77-287)	 1 8416 records)
6013 - A Catalog of Radial Velocities in the large Ma ellanic E
Clcud	 (keitzinger and Weiss	 1979,	 ASA	 Suppl.	 37, 575)
6014 -	 Eitlingra hical
	
Index for Planetary	 etulae f r the E R
Period 195-1979	 (Acker,	 Marcout andCcbsenbein 1980,
CDS	 Bull.	 18,	 84)
1 6015 -	 Eidelman- Parsons SpectrescoFic and Eitliographical A	 T
Catalog	 ( Parsons	 BButa,	 Bidelman	 1980, CDSS	 Bull.	 18,	 86)X10312145855
	 records,	 objects)
6016 -	 Line Spectra of the Elements 	 ( Reader and Corliss 	 1980-1, B
CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics; NSRDS-NBS 68)
(100 files,	 51257 records)
6017 -	 Bitliographic Catalo ue of Variable Stars 	 ( Wenzel	 1981,
CDE	 Bull.	 105)	 1257110
B
20,	 records)
6018 -	 Index Catalogue of	 Visual Double Stars	 1976.5 E	 h	 1
,7^2leyceccrc^sj. 	 S.	 Naval Ots., Washington)
6019 -	 UBV Photoelectric Seqyuences in SA 92-115 	 (Landolt,	 A.O. E1973,	 AJ	 78,	 959)	 (E42	 Stars)
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VI.	 MISCPILANEOUS:
6020 - Catalog of Infrared Observations (Gezari Schmitz and 	 A	 T
Mead 1982, NASA IM E3819) Isu ersedes 20 1)
15 files: 44 + 55046+20520+1 4 2 6  1326 records)
6901 - lCa;ielre^hal.) S (BSIj n (supersede d 2 bF 6002)	 B R
6903 - A Finding List for Cbservers of Interacting Binary	 C
S stems, 5th Ed. (Wcod Oliver Fjorkovski,Koch 1980,
P^irl. Department of Aslron. 5n1V. of Florida Vol. I ;
Fubl. Univ. Pennsllvana, AaLon. Ser., Vol. HI)
6904 - Eitliographical Star Index 11973- 1977) (BSIL 	 R[8Fit ee f. Kirchner, Lah,ek and Ochsenbein 1981, CDS Bull.
6905 - Obfervational Catalogue of Visual Doutle Stars 1976.5	 R
1
Vcrle; 1976, U. S. Naval Otservatori, Washington)
301995 records)
STATUS REPOET ON MACHINE- REACABLE ASIHON0MICAL CATALOGUES
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VII. NON-STFLLAR OBJECTS
7801	 - Revised New General Catalogue of Non - Stellar Astro- A	 T
nomical Objects	 ( RHGC)	 ISulentic- and T fft
	
1973,
	 Univ.
of Arizona	 Press)	 (4 files,	 8163+176+1	 37+61	 records)
7802 - A	 !aster List of Non-Stellar Objects	 1001) R	 H
167)(Dixon	 191E,	 IAU Collog.	 35,	 (182973	 records)
7003 - • Catalogue of Quasi - Stellar Cbiects E
iBarbieri	 Capaccioli and Za n 5bcn,	 Ncv.	 1976, Inst.	 of6 niv.stron.,	 of Padova)	 ( 3354	 records)
7704 - Catalogue of Abell and Zwicky Clusters of Galaxies A	 T
J
Alell 1958;	 Corwin	 1974;	 Kalinkov,Stavrew and Kaneta
575;	 Zwicky , Herzog , wild , K3rpowicz and Kowal
	
1961-1968)
N^ red by Bulgarian Acad. of Science Astron.	 Dept.)records ►
7005 - Catalogue of Star Clusters and Associations	 (Alter et B
al.	 1970) selected data by J.	 Kluke	 A.P.J.
	 Moffat, Th.
Scbmidt-	 aler and N.	 Vogt	 (1975)	 1 1639 records)
i
7006 - Catalogue of Polarisation !Measurements and
	 Related Data C
of Extragalactic Rac'io Sources
g;
ichS3dorf and	 6einhardt	 1979,	 Astropbys.	 Sp.	 Sci.
,	 )
7007 -	 Dark
	
NebulaetB. T.
	
Lynds
	
1962
	
Ap.J.	 Suppl.
	
7,	 1)	 (LDN)
1791 A G T(updated,	 records)
7008 - Fulsars	 ( Seiradakis unpublished)
	 (PUL) A	 T
(149	 records;
7009 - Eri bt NebulaeIBN) ;A d T
E	 Lynds	 196	 ,	 A E. J.	 Suppl.	 12,	 163)1	 reccrds)f	 ^
7010 - 3rd Cambriid a Radio Catalog 	 B vis d	 ( 3CR)Bennett	 961,	 Men.	 BAS	 8,	 ^6^) ^^2^ records A	 T
selected data ^p G.	 Share/NBL: I
	
, BA, DEC,	 -Bay
intensity, comments)
7011 - Kitt Peak Cuasar Catalog
	 (GK p A	 T
Csborn an	 Janes	 797, PASP
	 83, 611)
]
Deveny,
261 records
selected d	 a by G.
	 Share/NBL:	 IC, BA, DEC, I-Bay
intensity,	 comments)
7012 - 3rd UHURU	 I-Ray Catalog	 (3U) A	 T
Giaconni et al.
	
1974,	 Ap.J.
	 Suppl.
	
27, 37)
1E1	 records)
(
i Intensity,
selec ted data b	 G.	 Share /NBL:	 IM:, BA, DEC, I-Bay
commets)
7013 - Globular-Cluster Catalog	 (Arp	 1965, Stars and Stellar A	 TSyftems,	 Vcl.	 5	 (119 records)
data byIselect^d	 G.	 Share/1BL:	 IC, Bl, DEC, I-Bay
ntensity, consents)
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VII. NON-STELLAR CEJECTS
7014 - Galactic Suppernova Remnants Catalogue ISNCC) 	 A	 T
1
Clark and Casvell 1976, RNBAS 174, 267)
97 + 23 records)
7015 - Galactic Supernova Femnant: Catalogue ISHIL)
	
A	 T(Iiotaisky and Legueux 1972, ASA 18, 169) (116 records)
7016 - Reference Catalogue of Brigtt Gaaxies (de Vaucouleprs	 A	 T
and de Vaucouleurs 1964, Univ. or Texas Press, Austin)
12597 reccrds) (VGC)
7017	 u 	 A	 TG.R. Bur	 e et al. 1977, Ap . J. SuFFI. 33, 113)
637 recor
7018 - Fourth UHUFU X-Rayy Catalogue (40)
	
A	 T
i
Fcraan et al. 1578, Ap. J. 3uppl. 38, 357)
339 records)
selected data by G. Share/NRL: IC, RA, DEC, I-bay
ntensity, consents)
7019 - Second Ariel X-Ray Catalogue (2A) 	 A	 T(Ccoke et al. 1978 MYRAS 182 499) 1107 records)
selected data by 6. Share/NBt: IC, A, DEC, I-Bay
intensity, commants)
7020 - A IZ Regions ( SH II)	 A	 TI S
 arpless 1959, Ap.J. Suppl. 4, 257) 1313 records)
7021 - Catalogue of Ref lecticn Nebulae (VCE	 A	 T(tan den Bergh 1566, AJ 71, 990) 115b records)
7022 - Catalogue of Open Clusters 	 A F
J
L nga 1980 see Lynga and Lundstromi 1980,A^ Sy.	 •P. 8 , 123)
7023 - A Catalogue of Atso mien Lines in SO Spectra	 C(Ellis 1978, MNRAS 185, 613) (108 o jects)
7724 - Strasbourg Catalog cf Galactic Planetaryy Hetulae	 A R T
1
Acker, harcout and Ochsenbein 1980, CD5 Bull. 18, 84)
1446 objects)
7025 - norpholo ical Catalog of Galaxies ( Vorcotsov - VelYyasinov, B
et al. 1962- 68 Steenberg Inst. Hosccv, Vol. Z-IV)
12P904 ob jectsf
7825 - Morphological Catalog or Galaxies ( Vorcutsov-Velyq aminov, A	 T
et al. 1962-6E Sternberg Iust. hoscow, Vol. I-I9)129003 recerdsf
7026 - UpFsala General Cat lcgue of Galaxies IMilson 1973, 	 B
Uppsala Ann. 6)	 (1921 objects)	 I
7826 - UpFsala General Catalcgue of Galaxies ( Nilson 1973,	 A	 T
UpFsala Ann. 6)	 (12940 records)
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VII. NOY-STELLAR CEJFC1S
7027 - A Revised Cptical Catalogue of Quasi-Stellar Ob ects	 P
f
A Hewitt and G Burkidge 1900, Ap.J. S11p p 1. 4 1, 57)
1-49 objects) (Improved version under 7037)
7028 - Southeru Groups and Clusters of Gala :'es [DM)	 A	 T
1
Dnus and Newell 1977, Ap.J. Suppl. 3 , 209)
9EO records)
7029 - Mclongl Reference Catalog of Radio Sources (Large	 E
M.I., dills, B. ., Little, A.G., Crarfcrd, D. F. andSutton, J. M. 19^ 1, don. Not. Boy. Astroa. Soc. 194, 693)(12 14 1 records)
7830 - Catalogue ofOpen Clusters	 C
Mnga . 198A , s^1 3^ yoga and Lundstro n 1980,II 0U SS y P.
7031 - Catalogue of Star Clusters and Associations, SuFFpl. 1	 BVo'. I-III ( Rupprecht, J	 Balazs B., White R. E. 1981,
Eu 1. Inform. CDS 22 1'3'1) (supplesent to 1470 published
edition: see 7005) (3702 entries, 3704 records)
7032 - Cataloggue of High Redshifts TrialI R. 1982, Astron. 	 B
Astrophys. Suppl.
r
, to be pubIishe k
17246 + 4618 recous)
7033 - An Op^ical Catalogue of Radio Galaxies	 A	 T(G Burbidge and Crcrne 1978, Ap.J SuFFl. 40, 583)
(2^2 dsta, 130 + 130 reference records)
7034 - 7be ESO/Uppsala Survey of the ESO(B) Atlas (Lauterts, A. E
19E2European Southern Observatori)
(1e4^38 objects, 2124 + 36876 records)
r	 7035 - Catalogue of Markarian Galaxies (Markarian B.E. 1967, 	 E
Astrofis. 3 55; 1969, Astrofis. 5, 443 and 5, 581-
Markarian ^. E	 Lipovetskii V.A. 1971 1972, 1971,
I	 1574, 1979	 1938, Astrofis. I, 511 • 6, 155; 9, 487; 10,1	307; 12 369; 12, 657; Markarian, , E. LipovetskiiV A., Ste p avian, D. A. 1977, Astrofis. 13, 225 and 1^,
3§7)	 (1117 entries)
7036 - A Catalog cf Galaxy Redshifts 	 A P T(H.J. Rood, unpuklished) 139E1 records)
7037 - A Favised Cptical Catalogue of Quasi-Stellar Objects	 A	 T(A t Hewitt and G. Burtid a 1980, Ap.
_
 Sup ppl. 4 , 57)
((1_49 data + 748 ref + 7^8 sorted re records)
7038 - A Ceep Objiective-Prise Surve for Large Magellanic Cloud A P T
Mesbers ( Sanduleak 1969, CMr. C. 	 7olole Inter-
Anerican Cts., No. e9) (1272 records)
7039 - Detailed Biblioggraphy on the Surface p boto^etr yy of	 B
Galaxies If. Daioust and V.D. Pence 1982, Astru
Astrophys. Eupppp1. 49, 631)
11262 data + 1151 reference records)
i	 7903 - List of Globules Based on 7 Lists by Nesselius	 A	 T(ccapiled ky Wesselius 1979) 1 821 records)
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VII. NON-SiELLAR CEJECIS
7904 - Seifert s al tie69j4i57ian.1977^1Annu;1BBey. Astron. 	 A	 T(121 sa^a + 2J0 reference records)
7905 - Second Reference Catalogue of fright GalaxiesfVGC21
	
R	 T
(de Vaucouleurs, de Vaucouleurs and Ccrwin 1976, Uaiv.
of Texas Fress, Austin) 14364 records)
7906 - Lift of Positions of All X-Rap Sources with Positions
	 A	 T
Rncwn More Accurately than tboFe Given in the 4U or
2A Catalogues ICclan 1979, NASA/GSFC)
12E6 data + 396 notes records)
7908 - Catalogque of Ultraviclet OFtical and H I Data for 201	 A
Virgo Clu§ *er Galaxies (6or.nett and Smith 1981 ADC Bull.2; Smith and Cornett 1981, Ap.J., in pressf(201 records)
7909 - A Caster List of Ncn-StellaL Ctircts IFOL)
	 B
1
Dixon 1980, see Astron. AstroF ys. AL=tracts 28.002.075)
182855 records)
7910 - The Ariel 13A) Catalogue of X-Flay Sources
	 B
1MarwilcldRlet 1917, 1883EM NRAS 197, 865; rcflardy et al.81,
1109 Low Lat. socrc*s; 142 High Lat. scurces)
7911 -- Catalogue of Galax i es an of C1ust rs cf Galaxigg$ I-VI	 A	 T
1
Zricky et al. 1961 196
	 1965, 1^6E, 1968, California
n ► titute cf Technologyy, ,asadena, 6 volumes) Partial
data for individual galaxies only
125363 galas; + 560 field header records)
7912 - Catalog of CO Radial Velocities tcward Galactic H II
	
E
As^rophysP l J g uppl. F 49, 185E Stark, A.A. 1982,
7913 - A Faster List of Radio Sources 4Dixon , , B.S. 1970,	 R
Astrophys. J. Suppl. 20, No. 18 ) version RA43(814560 reccrds)
7914 - A Fevised S hapley-Ames Catalog of Bright Galaxies	 B(Saedage, A. and Tammann G. A. 1981, Carnegie Inst. of
a hington Publ. 635)	 (1246 records)
7915 - The Park as Catalogue of Bad o Sources IJ.G. Bolton
	
P
Y.	 Ga ner, M. B. Mackey 1 64, Australian J. Phys. 17,
34	 ( -26 0 to -60 0) ; R.B. Price and V K Milne 1965,Australian J. Phys. 18, 329 1-60 0 to -50 0) ; G. A. Day,A.J. Shirmins P..D Ekers C . J. Cole 19666, lcstralianJ. PhiTs. 19, 15'106 to +26 0 ) - A.J. Sbimmfns G.A. DaYB	 Eker b D. J. Cole 1966, Australian J„ Pb7s. 19 837► • A J. Shimmins and G.A. Cay 1968, AustralianJ^ phis. 2 2 1 373 (+20 0
 to +270)(8098 records)	 I
i
7916 - Five College Radio Astroocap Otservatc : v Pulsar List
	
B( R N. Manchester and J. H. Taylor 1981, A=aron. J. 86,
19-3)	 (322 records)
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VII. NON-STELLAR CPJFCTS
7917 - A Cattalloque of Extragalactic Radio Sources having Flux 	 B
teas ities Creater than 1 J7 at 5 GH2 (H. Ruehr,
A. Witzel, I.I.R. Pauliny-Toth, U. Nauter 19e1, Astron.
Astrophys. Suppl. 45, 367)
16CO records)
7918 - The Fourth Cambridge Survey of Radio Scurces (4C)	 B
R
. D. H. Pilkiuggton and P.P. Scott 1965, des. Rol. Astron.
c. 69, 113 • .I. E. R. Ga yer, P. F. Scott and D. Wills 1967,
eem. Roy. Asf ron. Soc. 71, 49)
7919 - A Catalogue of Extragalactic Radicsource Identifications E
((M.P. Verou and F. Veron 19e3, see Astron. Astrophys.
18, 309, 1574 for original version)
I f.
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8901 - Plate CentFZs of Palonar Sky Survey A
8902 - Plate Centers of Whiteoak Extension of POSS A
8903 - Plate Centers of EuroFean Southern Ots. 	 Sky Survey A
8904 - Plate Centers of Lick observatory Sky Survey A
- Cata ggues Sorted 4	 Faloaar Plate	 Areas with X- and	 T-Coe905natpAGtven iz no	 (Nagy)- S O A	 T
E906 - Two-Micron Sky 	 Survey A
E907 - RNGC A
AE988 - Reference	 Catalogue of Bright Galaxies
E909 -	 CSI	 (see 4703) A
8910 -	 CSI Sorted	 by Lick	 Plate Areas	 ( Nagy	 IS78) A
8911 -	 Hatter Specialty Catalogque	 ( Nagqyy	 1977
890E,e907,8908;	 103	 files)(ccucatenation of
A	 T
-	 An Emission-Line Su;vey of the Milky	 Way
(Parker,	 Gull and Kirshhn er	 1979)
e912 -	 Elate Centers	 (Na gj	 1979) A
E913 - SAO Catalogg Sorteaa b 	 Plate	 Araas	 th
T-Coordinates	 i	 19^
X- and A
given
	 s	 on	 (Nagy	 )
- Catalog es Sorted bi	 European SoutherQ Obs.	 Blue ?late
Areas with I and T Coordinates Given	 10 no	 (606 fields)
E915	 -	 CSI	 (see 4703) A
K.
i
A
STATUg REPCFT ON MACHINE-READABLE ASTRONOMICAL CATALCGUES
28 MAY 1983
PIII. CATAICGUES SOF'IED BY PLATE ARIAS
^I
8912 - the Two-Micron Sky Survey: Nearest SAO Star and
Iocatiins on Palcmar Sky Survey nr.intz (Nagy, T.A.
15E3, ADC Eull. 1, 183)	 (5F17 :ecords)
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